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ABSTRACT

A SINGLE MOLECULE VISUALIZATION OF DNA DIFFUSION
AND
PARTITIONING IN MODEL POROUS MATERIALS
FEBRUARY 2005

DMYTRO NYKYPANCHUK, DIPLOMA, IVAN FRANKO UNIVERSITY
M.S.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor David A. Hoagland and Professor Helmut H.
Strey

We developed an experimental

approach that enables molecule visualizations of

macromolecular diffusion and partitioning within well-defined pores. By

colloidal

templating, two-dimensional arrays of open, submicron cavities interconnected by small

holes were created in dense polyacrylamide gels. Cavity size of the arrays varied from

600

to

1400 nm, with the corresponding holes about 4-5 times smaller.

DNA molecules

of sizes from 2.69 to 48.5 kbp were inserted into the cavity arrays and monitored by
fluorescent microscopy. In video sequences, individual chain positions identified as the

chains diffused under Brownian motion over a period of seconds to tens of minutes.

For larger chains, dynamic configurations were resolved during the motion.

Over

full

range of molecular and pore

be understood through the entropic

sizes,

we found

barriers transport

(large molecules in small cavities), this

that chain

mechanism. At high confinement

mechanism produces unexpected

example, independence of diffusion coefficient on molecular size or
molecules

in smaller pores.

dynamics could

These trends

reflect

trends, for

faster diffusion of

segmental excluded volume.

Complicated dynamics akin

to

motion of an inchworm characterized the

largest

DNA

chains, those with radius of gyration larger than
the cavity radius.

Diffusion of linear and circular

molecular

sizes,

DNA molecules was compared for different

and the resulting differences

in diffusion coefficient

explained by

differences in diffusion mechanism; linear molecules
translocate through holes by

forming loops, while linear chains predominantly translocate by
threading one chain
end.

A

similar colloidal templating approach

cavity pair interconnected by a small hole.

two

cavities

have unequal diameters.

was

When

also

employed

to create isolated

templated by bidisperse colloid, the

A DNA chain trapped inside such pair partitions

unevenly, preferring the larger cavity, which afford greater configurational freedom.

This sort of partitioning underlies
visualized previously.

for

many combinations

The

many

separation technologies but had not been

partition coefficient

of cavity and molecular

between cavities was measured visually
sizes, trends in this coefficient

then compared to existing theories for polymer partitioning.

two orders-of-magnitude

variation of partition coefficient

Good agreement

was obtained when

excluded volume on confinement free energy was introduced

vi

in a

were
over a

effect of

mean-field manner.
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CHAPTER

1

THEORETICAL MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ON POLYMER

DIFFUSION AND PARTITIONING IN POROUS MEDIA
Polymer Dy namics under Conrinemen l
Separation of synthetic and biological macromolecules

on heterogeneous porous media such
these dense environments

and systems.

is

as gels.

A thorough

relies, to

a great extent,

understanding of diffusion

in

necessary for designing more efficient separation methods

In particular, this understanding

is

important for biological

macromolecules, where current research focuses on miniaturization and speed
of a new
generation "chip-based" separation device. Vast experimental and theoretical research
in the area

of constrained polymer diffusion has produced several models and theories,

of which the most important are sieving, reptation, and entropic barrier.[l-9]

The

sieving model of constrained diffusion presumes that only molecules or

particles smaller than a

proportional to the

medium's pore

number of paths

size can diffuse,

and the diffusion coefficient

is

available for the diffusing species. This concept can

be extended to polymer diffusion when the pore size

is

bigger than the dimensions of

the polym.er chain. In this case, polymer chains are approximated as hard spheres of

effective radius R,

its

which corresponds

to an average chain size.

modifications give a prediction for a diffusion coefficient

randomly placed "obstacles": [6,

in a

medium

constructed of

10]

D/Do=/v= exp(-Kc)
where

The Ogston model and

(1)

D is the solute diffusion coefficient in the porous medium. Do is the solute

diffusion coefficient in free solution, /v

is

fraction of free available volume,

1

K \s&

retardation coclTic.cnt, and c
the obstacle

size,

c

is

geometry and

>s

an obstacle concentration. Values
of

si/e; the retardation coefficient
also

K and c depend on

depends on the solute

given as number of obstacles per volume,
length of obstacles per volume, or

surface of obstacles per volume for zero-dimensional,
one-dimensional, and two-

dimensional gels, respectively. For several simple
cases the form of
for an isotropic array of infinitely long fiber like
obstacles (1-D gels)
is

the obstacle size;

K~

excluded volume

While

pores

ol the

in the

is

also

in the

is

separation media.

known:

K~{r+R)\ where

(r+R) for infinite sheetlikc obstacles (2-D gels); and

for spherical obstacles (0-D gels). Optimal separation

approaches the size

K

K~

r

(r+R)^

expected when the solute

The Ogston model

neglects

placement of obstacles.

the sieving

model

is

conceptually useful for the case of polymers

it

does

not rigorously capture the underlying physical phenomena as chain dimensions become

comparable

to those of the confining space, conditions for

which the sieving model

predicts optimal separation. Namely, polymer chains do not behave as hard spheres,

and consequently, chain energy changes gradually under
confinement. Because of

flexibility,

polymers can

fit

different degrees of

through openings smaller than

any reasonable value of R.

The

sieving model

is

usually applied by fitting experimental data to the model

predictions, letting obstacle size be a fitting parameter.

Good

fits

are often obtained,

but fitted obstacle sizes are frequently unreasonable.

More

recently, a

new

diffusion model

was proposed

for the case of intermediate

confinement when description of polymer diffusion by sieving

model

is

based on the

fact that in

fails.[I, 2, 7J

This

dense heterogeneous media, spatial variation of

2

confinement produces a change

in available chain

partition to the least confining spaces
to achieve

minimum
present).

free energy (if

Under thermal

no ethalpic

interactions

fluctuations,

conformations. [2] Polymer chains

maximum

configurational entropy and

between the chain and the media are

polymer molecules can diffuse from one

local free

energy minima to another via crossing of more
confined spaces and imposed energy
barriers; see Figure

aspects of transport,

1.

Ignoring hydrodynamics and thus focusing
on configurational

D depends on the heights of the energy barriers, as follows[l]:

D/Do= exp(-AF),
where

AF is the energy barrier.

(2)

In essence, diffusion

becomes entropically

activated

process.

Center of Mass Position

Figure

1

.

The schematic of entropic

diffusion in a dense heterogeneous

barrier transport

medium.

3

mechanism

for

macromolecular

In order for entropic barrier

of free energy

AF depends

and pore size/geometry
of

is

where L
neck, z

is

is

=e

needed.

the average

bottle neck, ^

~

have predictive power, knowledge of how

A scaling argument was used to predict dependence
for the

geometry shown

in

Figure 2.[1]

—

fl-/
^-1 ^

h

a cavity size, c

to

on experimental parameters such as
polymer size/topology

D on the number of segments

—D

model

I

is

2

(3)

J

^1

(4)

^>1

(5)

a bottle neck size,/is the fraction of segments in a bottle

number of cavities

R\\/c^A with Rj_^ and

that contain {l-f)N

R\\

unconfined segments per

being the components of the radius of

gyration of the chain in a plane perpendicular and parallel to the axis of the bottleneck,
respectively,

and

limiting cases of

i is

a length of a bottleneck. Equations (4) and (5) describe the

weak and

strong confinement in a bottleneck, respectively. For

experiments, the most relevant situation

(intermediate confinement). Here,

Ln

=

is

when ^

is

greater than unity but not by nuch

Muthukumar and Baumgartner

AN-s

[1,7] predict

(6)

4

A

where

A

and

is

negative and proportional to
{\/Lf\ and s

proportional to

is

parameters are not given explicitly, and
exact predictions on

s

and cavity

sizes affect the diffusion at given

are impossible to

c\\-z\c/L)"\

how

make

if

the bottleneck

both

dimensions are changed simultaneously.

The

entropic barrier regime corresponds to
intermediate confinement ranges,

where the regime represents
barrier depiction

is

the crossover

2.

to reptation.

The

entropic

a relatively recent view of transport, but potentially
provides the

richest opportunities for tuning

Figure

from sieving

media properties via

variations in confining geometry.

Schematic of the geometry used by Muthukumar

[1] to predict the effect

of

molecular weight of polymer on entropic barrier height.

The

reptation theory, proposed by de

experimental observations

motion constricted

in

Gennes and

later

polymer melts and concentrated

to a fictitious tube in

confirmed by
solutions, describes chain

which molecules diffuse only through

curvilinear motion along the tube axis.[4, 5,

1 1,

12] Mobility for the reptation

model

is

governed by the cha,n length L, where

D - l\

This mechanism usually requires h,gh

degree of confinement, with heterogeneities
on the order of the molecular persistence
length or smaller.

Until recently, diffusion

was exclusively studied measuring bulk

properties

-a

macroscopic approach. Usually, the dependency of
diffusion coefficient on polymer
molecular weight (M) was taken as evidence of a
specific diffusion mechanism. For
reptation, the functional

dependences are
For both,
raised to

the

form of D

(Af) is well established, but the

less evident for the sieving

and entropic

analogous

barrier transport

mechanisms.

D should depend exponentially on chain dimensions or chain dimension
some power. For

the former,

number of chain segments

is

R

is

the governing parameter, while for the

the crucial parameter.

The Microscopic approach

diffusion (direct visualization) allows verification of the diffusion

Such experiments

latter,

mechanism

to

directly.

for reptating systems have been performed and qualitatively agree

with the theoretical predictions.[ll, 12]

On

the other hand, the diffusion experiments in

porous environments where the confinement dimensions and geometries are well
characterized and controlled have not yet been performed. This absence diminishes our
ability to

match theory with experiment

primary evaluation

quantitatively,

making scaling

relations the

tool.

The exact conditions

at

subject of debate,[13, 14] and

which each of the three mechanisms

it

prevail are the

remains problematic to predict, a priori, the transport

properties of a polymer in a given dense environment.

6

Polymer Partitioning _ Theory and Fvp pri».o»#

The macromolecular
governed by

mobility within the entropic barrier
transport mechanism

spatial variations in the confining

molecule. Thus,

it is

important to

know how

is

energy along the path of the diffusing

the energy of confinement changes
with

the size of macromolecules and with the size
of a confining space.

Equilibrium partitioning of solute between two
regions of dissimilar free energy
is

quantified through the partition coefficient K, the
ratio of the two solute

concentrations.

where A5,

is

By

picking an unconfined region as the reference

the confinement entropy, and k

is

the

state,

A:=exp(A5,y^),

Boltzmann constant. Employing a

Gaussian description for a confined chain and allowing the chain

to

sample equally

all

configurations not intersecting pore boundaries, Casassa[15,
16] developed the earliest
theories of A^,.

germane

to flexible polymers. Analytical results

chains trapped within spherical, cylindrical, and

slit-like pores.

were reported for
For a polymer

partitioned into a pore of comparable or smaller size a, a Gaussian chain description

leads to a scaling relationship, ASc~N/a^. Scaling relationships for AS^. are extensively

discussed in de Gennes. [17]
Several features missing in a Gaussian chain description can significantly
influence AS^. In a good solvent, excluded volume effectively precludes overlap of

chain segments, and an unconfined flexible polymer responds by swelling. Pore walls

frustrate this swelling, thereby increasing

|

AS^ from
\

its

Gaussian chain value. For

chains of finite stiffness/length, confinement models must replace Gaussian chain

statistics

with wormlike chain

wormlike chain

is

statistics.[

18-21] Assessed at equal R, AS^. for a

usually less than for a Gaussian chain (pore geometry affects the

direction of the trend). Finally,
nondilute chains in a

good solvent

feel

each other even

as they interact with pore walls, and
the correlation length of the bulk
solution

supersedes

R

as the

polymer length governing

partitioning.

Computational methods,

along with more sophisticated scaling approaches,
address deficiencies of the Gaussian
chain description, and detailed results have been
reported for several idealized

confinement geometries. [2 1-27]
Sorption, size exclusion chromatography, and
interferometry experiments have
all

provided average

K values for flexible polymers partitioned from solution into bulk

materials possessing geometrically

ill

For dilute polymer solutions, trends

characterized and/or polydisperse pores.[28-31]

fall

roughly

in line

with predictions derived using

the Gaussian chain description. Recently, a conductance
the study of polymers partitioned within

method has been applied

membrane-bound

to

protein nanopores;[32]

systematic variations of the chemistry, geometry, and size of such nanopores are
difficult or impossible.

Single Molecule Imaging in Polymer Physics
Single molecule experiments have certain advantages over traditional ensemble

average measurements. In traditional experiments, one gets a measurement over the

whole population, and information about
is lost

and subpopulations

in the

the property distribution within the population

system are hard to

identify.

For polymers, a single

molecule experiment can provide information on the conformation distribution within
the temporal, special, or reaction coordinates, and in dynamics experiments, reveal the

time trajectories of an individual

member of an

8

ensemble.[33]

Single molecule imaging comprises
a substantial part of single
molecule

methods used

polymer physics. Experimentally,
fluorescent microscopy, scanning

in

force microscopy (SFM), and a combination
of the two

most commonly used methods

methods have

different niches.

but the spatial resolution

commonly,

is

nanometers, but

its

near field microscopy

for the imaging of single
macromolecules.

The

optical techniques provide

at the

capability to monitor

microscopy aspires

same

time,

it

dynamic processes

SFM

is

to

large

space, on the order of

limited to slow, on a time

measurements are conducted on
in

surfaces,

bulk a major concern.

blend the advantages of optical and

SFM

methods, but,

blends the disadvantages of the two. Near field microscopy does

provide the spatial resolution on the order of tens of nanometers, and
fast processes, but

in time,

dynamic measurements or imaging of

with extrapolation the surface measurement to macromolecules
field

are the

These

good resolution

SFM provides excellent resolution in

scale of seconds, events. Moreover,

Near

-

limited to several hundred nanometers.
Thus, most

optical techniques are used for

macromolecules (>l^m).

-

it

is still

it

can also monitor

challenging to follow the spatial and temporal trajectories

simultaneously.[34-37]

To

date, single molecule

polymer science. However,

this

imaging has not offered breakthrough

method has provided a way

to

results in

confirm directly

many

important theoretical concepts and trends inferred through indirect measurement.
particular, regarding

and

polymer dynamics, reptation was visualized

in concentrated

In

DNA

actin filament solutions.[ll, 12, 38] Also, the coil-globule transition of

polyelectrolytes,[39] single molecule elasticity and stiffness,[40-43] and interactions

between macromolecules[44] have been studied with single molecule imaging methods.

9

The

future for the use of single molecule
imaging methods looks increasingly bright
and

promising, with the improvement of imaging
techniques and fluorescent tags.

Polymer Tran sports

An
a

ability to

make molecular size and

window of opportunity

Striicfnrps

geometrically well controlled pores opens

for study of the effect of confinement

processes as macromolecule electrophoresis,

have appeared

Ordered

in

filtration,

in recent years explore self-assembly

on such important

and diffusion. Many reports

and lithography

macromolecule separation with pores or obstacles which can be

to create

media

tailored in size

that

for

and

geometry. [45-57]

Many have

studied

separation and to develop

DNA electrophoresis in effort to obtain more efficient

DNA manipulation devices.

produced by lithographic methods, aiming

These reports focus on materials

to create "lab

on a chip" technologies.

Channels with alternating regions of different height,[45, 53-55]
structures,[47, 49]

ratchet-like

and post arrays[46, 57] have been created and the electrophoresis of

DNA in the structures investigated. Entropic recoil of macromolecules from an array of
posts has been observed [50] but a quantitative description of the

phenomenon was

lacking because of the geometrical complexity of the system.
Electrophoresis in these system showed promise for miniature separation
devices, especially for large - hundreds of kilobase pairs -

DNA.

also revealed complications associated with the use of silicon

for lithography.

is

The main complications

-

Literature studies

the material essential

are the presence of electrosmotic flow,

which

hard to control, and high mismatch of dielectric constants between water solution and

10

the silicon.

The mismatch

leads to locally

complex

electric field lines

which govern

the

mobility of the polymer in those structures.
The aforementioned complications are not
necessarily harmful for the macromolecule
separation but prevent the use of such

systems for study of polymer physics.

Fewer

reports describe the use of self-assembled
structures for study of polymer

behavior under confinement. Employing colloidal
templating, the entropic localization,
of polymer inside cavities in hydrogel was demonstrated,
chain partitioned to the
cavities in preference to the hydrogel matrix.[58,
59]

The

electrophoretic migration of

DNA molecules in interstitial spaces of a colloidal crystal was also measured, and
apparent reptation dynamics was observed. [56] The confining geometry
case was complicated and not systematically varied. Choice of
the colloidal crystal introduced the

in the latter

silica particles to create

same problems discussed above

for lithographic

methods.
Natural porous materials with well defined pores of molecular size scale have
also been explored as a

means

to study

Such studies have examined polymer

membrane

polymer transport and confining

effects.[32]

translocation through, and partitioning in,

ion channels. Pore geometry and chemistry

is

not controlled and hard to

vary.

Until this study, macromolecular transport in ordered and geometrically well

defined structures was investigated solely in the context of the electrically driven

migration of chains.

No

diffusion studies in defined porous materials have ever been

performed.

11
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIAL PREPARATION

In this chapter

used throughout

this

we

describe the general experimental
procedures and materials

work

unless specified otherwise in a discussion.

Templating with Colloidal Crystals
Controlled drying of a suspension of monodisperse colloidal
particles can

produce ordered particle structures on a surface.

By changing drying conditions,

solvent nature, substrate and particle surface chemistry, a variety of
structures

The main

obtainable.

process

is difficult to

features of this structure formation

control precisely due to

The following system
rate,

which determines the

its

mechanism

are

is

known, but

the

complexity. [1-7]

variables are critical to particle assembly: solvent drying

rate at

which

particles are brought to the drying front

and the

forces at which particles are held to this front; solvent surface tension and particle

wetability,

which

affect the quality of the structure via the capillary forces imparted

on

the particles during the final stages of drying; the particle-particle and particle-surface

interactions,

which should be repulsive or only weakly

ordered structures

(in the

attractive to generate highly

case of strong, attractive interactions, structural annealing

is

impossible, leading to a poor degree of order); and substrate wetability, which stabilizes
the thin liquid films during the final stages of drying. (Thin films are unstable on non-

wetted surfaces.)
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The

colloidal crystal can be infused
with a polymerizable liquid. After

polymerization, the particles can be removed
by soaking the material
specific for the particles,

leavmg behind

in a solvent

the porous material with pores
of controlled

geometry.[8-10] While a variety of systems
produce excellent colloidal ordering, the
direct use of such systems for colloidal
templating

often inappropriate.

is

diffusion experiment imparts restrictions on
the kinds of materials

templating. Ideally

we would

like to

minimize the

between the templated material and the

dielectric constant

DNA

use for

mismatch

solvent, while producing arrays that are inert
to

DNA molecules, optically transparent, and conductive.
with

we can

The

DNA molecules are good material candidates.

To

Hydrogels

that

do not

interact

infuse a colloidal crystal with

the hydrogel precursor, the templating particles as well as substrate
surfaces should be

wetable by the low viscosity precursor. Otherwise, capillary forces prevent
infusion of
the colloidal crystal with the precursor.

Based on these considerations, we developed

the following techniques and

materials for the colloidal templating.

Colloidal Crystal Preparation

A

variety of solvents and techniques were explored for colloidal crystal

preparation. Methanol, ethanol, iso-propanol, water, and mixtures of these solvents

were

tried as volatile solvents for the colloidal suspension. Evaporation rate for each

was controlled by

the temperature (4°C

- 40°C) and solvent vapor

pressure.

The

following procedure was developed that provides good quality colloidal crystals

short time.
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in a

A suspension of nearly monodisperse polystyrene spheres
< 1.5%) purchased from Duke

Scientific Corp.

was

purified

(polydispersity

by repeating

three times

successive sedimentation, decantation of
supernatant, and addition of clean reverse

osmosis (RO) water. The sedimentation was done

from 2000

to

12000 g

for 10

at relative centrifugal

- 90 min depending on

the particles' size.

forces ranging

It ,s

important

to spin particles only for the time necessary
to achieve complete sedimentation; longer

spinning times lead to particle aggregation and
difficulties in particle re-suspension.

The sedimentation should

also be done at the

particles in the reasonable

amount of time. The

minimum

force required to sediment

particles' re-suspension

was done by

simple vortexing; sonication did not improve the quality of re-suspension
and was not

used

in

most cases.
After cleaning, a 0.33 wt.% suspension of the particles was prepared

The

ethanol solution in water.

final

added before addition of ethanol

in

80 v.%

suspension quality was better when water was

to the particles.

A droplet (25-45|il) of the suspension was deposited on a functionalized glass
cover slide and dried under ambient laboratory conditions
colloidal crystal.

The suspension
particle sizes

The

form predominantly 2-D

glass functionalization will be described in a subsequent section.

concentration and ethanol content were slightly adjusted for different

and change

in

two-dimensional colloidal

The deposited
cover

to

slip separated

amount of vacuum

room temperature and humidity

maximize

the yield of a

crystal.

colloidal crystal

on the glass substrate was covered with a glass

from the substrate by 0.17

grease.

to

mm glass spacers coated with a small

The assembly was used within one day
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for hydrogel

polymerization. Longer waits before the
polymerizations led to incomplete infusion

with a hydrogel precursor and numerous
voids

embedded

in the resulting

hydrogel film with

particles.

Surface Modification

The
that is

ideal substrate to

form colloidal crystals with a high degree of order

completely wetted by the solvent

in the colloidal suspension.

On

interaction

good wetting with

between the

particles

the precursor and at the

is

one

same time does not reduce

the

and the support. Sufficient interaction must be

maintained to overcome Brownian motion or flow during the infusion
particles around, thus destroying the order in the colloidal crystal.

cover

one

the other hand,

the ideal support for colloidal crystals during
infusion with hydrogel precursor
that allows for

s

i;

slips are ideal for the first task

-

to

that

would move

The clean

glass

form colloidal crystals - but they are

unsatisfactory for the infusion with hydrogel precursor.

Low

interaction

between the

polystyrene colloidal particles and glass substrate does not allow infusion of single layer
colloidal crystals with

monomer

solution without the destruction of the crystals.

The

multilayer colloidal crystals can be infused with the hydrogel precursor while supported

on the neat glass without
layers

on the same

crystal destruction. If the multilayers coexist with the single

substrate, the particles forming the single layers are

the bulk of the hydrogel which

makes

the hydrogel

particles

do not

is still

into

opaque and hinders observation of

templated structures with optical microscopy. Hence,
properties so that the surface

washed of

it

is

necessary to tune the surface

wetted with hydrogel precursor and colloidal

stick to the surface during suspension evaporation.
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Once

the suspension

is

dried out and the colloidal crystal

is

formed, the affinity of the particles
to the surface

should increase irreversibly.

Various alkyl silanes - Sigmacote™ (Sigma),
vinyltrimethoxysilane (Aldrich),
3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GS) (Aldrich), and
hydrolyzed
to the glass surface in order to control the
surface hydrophobicity

After silane grafting,

except hydrolyzed

all suri^aces

GS

GS

and

-

where grafted

particle adhesion.

were hydrophobic and only

poor quality colloidal crystals could be obtained.

The

surfaces with hydrolyzed

GS

allow for highly ordered structures of particles

and

their infusion with hydrogel precursor.

slip

and

GS

hydrolysis

is

shown

Figure

in

The degree of hydrophobicity

The scheme of GS

grafting to glass cover

3.

of the surface and adhesion strength of the

particles to the surface can be controlled

by changing the time of substrate exposure

to

the silane solution and the time of hydrolysis. Figure 4 shows the grafted layer

thickness of

GS

silicon surface

on an oxidized

was used

to

silicon wafer

mimic

glass.

measured by elipsometry.

The general

An

oxidized

trends in the silane adsorption and

hydrolysis should be the same on both surfaces.

HO

OH
OH
OH

Toluene

^

solution

^

Traces of
moisture

\

\

\

Figure

3.

AJ

o.

/
t^o

/
\

\

—^

^

\

\

x

^^

si

\

_

•

/

'

^

Schematic of surface modification with 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane.

We have found a linear dependence of GS layer thickness with time of treatment
for

GS

solution in toluene, Figure 4A. Such behavior indicates that
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GS

forms

multilayers on the glass

O.OIM

if

adsorbed from the solution. The acidic
hydrolysis of

HCL makes surfaces more hydrophilic - dewetting does not

the suspension. During one hour treatment
with

HCL,

the

GS

GS

with

occur while drying

layer thickness does not

change; for exposures longer than one hour the
thickness gradually decreases, Figure

4B.

The

thickness measurements correlated well with
the results of colloidal crystal

deposition and particle adhesion to the surface during
infusion with hydrogel precursor.
All other conditions being equal, the thicker the

initial

GS

layer, the stronger the final

adhesion of particles to the surface was. The longer hydrolysis
times led to better
quality colloidal crystals, but adhesion of the colloidal crystals to
the surface starts to
deteriorate for hydrolysis times above one hour.

chosen by minimizing the time of

GS

The experimental conditions were

adsorption and maximizing time of hydrolysis

under which satisfactory adhesion of colloidal

particles

was observed. Longer

adsorption times and shorter hydrolysis times resulted either in poor packing of particles

on the surface or excessive adhesion of the

particles

which complicated the separation

of formed hydrogels with embedded particles from the surface.
In the optimized procedure, the glass cover slips were cleaned with

solution in concentrated sulfuric acid.

The cover

slips

were rinsed with ample

water, dried in a stream of nitrogen, treated for 15 min with

toluene, and then

washed with ethanol and

the middle of the cover slide and

were washed with

left for

water.

Nochromix

10%

solution of

RO

GS

in

A droplet of O.OIM HCL was put in

approximately 40 minutes. The glass slides

RO water, dried in a stream of nitrogen, and immediately used as a

substrate for colloid crystal deposition.
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This procedure should be considered as a
generahzed guidehne only, as the
adsorption and hydrolysis times were slightly
adjusted depending on the toluene and
glass cover slip batch.

controlled conditions

-

The

attempts to conduct surface modification
under better

in the gas

phase - were unsuccessful; the resulting surfaces
did

not provide enough adhesion between particles and
the surface to retain the colloidal
crystal structure during the infusion with the
hydrogel precursor.

Figure

4.

3-Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane thickness measured by elipsometry on a

silicon wafer.

GS layer thickness; adsorption done
B - change of GS layer thickness during its exposure

A - effect of adsorption

from 10% GS solution in toluene.
to O.OIN solution of HCl.

time on
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Template Polymerization
Colloidal crystals provide templates to
create materials with well defined
pores.

A precursor of a solid material can be infused into the colloidal
solidified.[8-10]

The

colloidal particles can be

removed with a

particle structure

and

specific solvent, leaving

behind a porous material. The requirements for
the matrix forming these porous
materials, in regard to our experiment, were
discussed above.

chemically cross-linked hydrogels which are
methacrylate

(HEMA),

inert to

Our approach

DNA molecules.

is

to use

2-Hydroxyethyl

HEMA and ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate mixtures,

ethyleneglycol diacrylates, and acrylamide with N,N'-bis-acrylamide
as a crosslinking

agent were tested as possible materials for the template.

The monomer

solutions were polymerized by photopolymerization and redox

polymerization. Photopolymerization was proven ineffective. The photopolymerized

hydrogels had high background fluorescence, as detected by fluorescence microscopy,

which makes such materials unsuitable
microscopy. The fluorescence

for the diffusion study

in the materials

by single molecule

was most probably due

to initiator (2-

bethyl-2-(dimethyl-amino)-4'-morpholino-butiro-phenon) residues. Using atomic force

microscopy, Figure

5,

we have

cases could not be dissolved after

UV illumination and were impossible to remove from

the hydrogel film. For redox polymerization,

initiator

many

also found that templating polystyrene particles in

we used ammonium

and N,N,N',N'-Tetramethylethylenediamine

(TEMED)

persulfate as an

as a starter.

Out of

all

aforementioned monomers, only acrylamide/N,N'-bis-acrylamide mixture, produced
optically transparent hydrogels, at desired

monomer concentrations.
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0

10.0 MM

Data type
Z range

Figure

5.

Height
200.0 dh

Height image of the photopolymerized

80%

HEMA hydrogel

with

600 nm polystyrene particles after attempt to remove particles with toluene.
shows successful removal and part B unsuccessful removal of the particles.
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embedded
Part

A

The composition of the acrylamide hydrogels
was
swelHng of the

gel while maintaining

good

adjusted to obtain

and mechanical properties. Swelling

optical

were done by measuring the weight increase
of the

studies

minimum

gel during equilibration in a

buffer.

The following procedure was used throughout
array of spherical cavities unless specified
otherwise.
radical polymerization of

by bubbling nitrogen for 10 minutes.
0.

1

wt.% and

Ammonium

was poured

in a small

sandwiched between cover

form a

45**

into the

to obtain a

The hydrogel was produced by

monomer

persulfate

solution

was used

(30mm

slides.

after the starter

slit

was degassed

as an initiator at

was added,

the

(both

monomer

diameter) Petri dish containing colloidal crystals

The cover

slides

were positioned

in the Petri dish to

angle with the dish bottom. The capillary forces draw the

~200^,m

hexagonal

TEMED was used as a starter at -0.2% concentration

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich). Immediately
solution

work

30 wt.% solution of acrylamide/N,N'-bis-acrylamide

(crosslink density 10%). Prior to polymerization, the

approximately

this

formed by two cover

slides that

monomer

sandwich the colloidal

solution

crystal.

Polymerization was carried out for approximately 40 minutes.

The
one

side,

resulting hydrogel film, with an

was

embedded

carefully separated from the glass substrate and put in toluene (-10 ml)

for at least several hours and up to one day. Toluene

period.

the gel

The exposure of
itself.

array of colloidal particles on

was exchanged once during

this

the hydrogel to the toluene for a day does not visibly change

The monitoring of

a gel weight in toluene (Ig of the gel in 20ml of

toluene) for several weeks with frequent change of the solvent did not reveal any weight

change of the

gel.

However, we expect

that longer
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exposures of the hydrogels to larger

amounts of toluene may

result in a

change of gel dimensions and/or
properties due

to

small but non-negligible solubility of toluene
in water and visa versa and
resulting

change of solvent

was enough

to

quality. In

most cases one day exposure of hydrogel
film

remove embedded polystyrene

colloidal particles. In

to toluene

some cases

the

particles did not dissolve completely in the
areas of multilayered structures, leaving

behind small patches of embedded

particles visually located in the top layers
of the

multilayered colloidal crystal. The particles forming
single layer colloidal crystal

always dissolve

in less than

one day.

After extraction of polystyrene particles with toluene, the
hydrogel film was

washed

in

an ample amount of water and equilibrated

Acetate buffer,

days

at 4'*C.

change

pH=8

with

in a buffer solution

ImM EDTA - IxTAE - and lOmM NaCl) for at least three

We observed insignificant swelling of the hydrogel

in linear

(40mM Tris-

films resulting in a

dimensions of 1-2%. After equilibration, the hydrogel films were

degassed under reduced pressure

to insure absence of trapped air in the arrays.

hydrogel films were then stored in tightly sealed containers

used for the diffusion study within two weeks

The

in a refrigerator at 4''C

and

after preparation.

Array Characterization

The

array morphology

was characterized with

optical

microscopy and scanning

electron microscopy. Both methods confirmed excellent replication of a colloidal

crystal structure in a hydrogel, as displayed in Figure 6.

Optical microscopy was used to monitor the structure replication and general

integrity of the structure.

It

was

also used to measure the dimensions of replicated
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spherical cavities after gel equilibration
in the buffer.

The

final

magnification obtained

with optical microscopy was determined
by taking pictures of a diffraction grating.

minimize the error
cavities

in

measurement, the length of a cavity

was measured within

the array.

measurements irrespective of measurement

6.

string containing twenty

Such measurements were repeated along three

directions aligned with the colloidal crystal
orientation.

Figure

To

The

deviation between

direction did not exceed

1%.

Optical (A) and electron micrographs (B and C) of hydrogels templated with

colloidal crystals. Parts

A

and

C show

single layer arrays and part

B shows

multilayer

arrays.

Electron microscopy was used to determine the size and geometry of the holes

connecting the cavities. Prior

to

imaging, the hydrogels with embedded arrays were

dehydrated by successively soaking the films
water for

at least

at least 3hrs.

30 min

in each,

except for

in 30, 50, 70, 80,

80%

and 95 v.% ethanol

solutions where samples were

left for

This procedure gradually reduces the solvent quality and leads to the
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in

hydrogel shrinkage to approximately

hydrogel loses

its

flexible nature

50%

of the original linear dimensions.
Also, the

and becomes glassy

in the solutions

content above 80%. Then, hydrogel films
were dried

vacuum. During drying, no

visible

first

with ethanol

on a bench-top and then

in

changes to the hydrogel were observed.
The visual

observation also revealed iridescence in the film,
suggesting that the structure of cavity
arrays

was preserved.

The

dried polyacrylamide films were freeze
fractured under liquid nitrogen.

Petri dish with the films

was immersed

pressed with a scalpel blade

in liquid nitrogen

until the film shattered.

film covered with liquid nitrogen was dried in a

The

and the film was

The

lightly

Petri dish with the fractured

vacuum oven. The drying

step requires

care not to allow condensation of moisture on the fractured film
or melting of ice
crystals

on the

film.

Once

the film

is

moisturized, the replicated structure

dried films were spatter-coated with a gold layer of 15 to 30

nm

is lost.

The

and imaged with

field

emission scanning electron microscope (JEOL 6320). The hole size was determined
relative to the cavity size

measurements of cavity
measurements. In
noted

in

Figure

many

and the

sizes.

The measurement

The hole

size

on the

was averaged over

optical

at least

microscopy

one hundred

electron micrographs, cavity and hole shapes were oval, as

6B and 4C,

cavities and/or holes

actual size calculated based

a feature which

we

ascribe to the sample

had the oval shape, they were sized along

results are presented in later chapters.

the high polydispersity found in the hole size

relevant to diffusion experiments.

The

may be

It

tilt.

When

their longest dimension.

should be pointed out that

an overestimate of polydispersity

sizing with electron microscopy gives
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the

polydispersity and sizes averaged over the
entire sample while the diffusion
studies

were conducted

in defect free regions of the
cavity arrays.

DNA lab eling and characterizatin n

DNA samples -pUC19(2.69kbp), pBR322(4.36kbp), M13mpl8(7.25kbp).
non-methylated X-phage DNA(48.5kbp)- as well as

Hind

III -

were purchased from

used to linearize

M13mpI8

New

carried out according to the

checked with

England Biolabs. Hind

pBR322 plasmid and Xba I was

as well as to cut X-phage

enzyme

restriction

and

enzyme was

III restriction

used to linearize

I

pUCi9 and

DNA into 24kbp fragments. DNA digestion was
The

supplier's protocol.

digestion completion

was

gel electrophoresis.

Digested

DNA was purified by phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol extraction

and ethanol precipitation following the procedures given

was re-dissolved

50%

enzymes -Xba

and

in a buffer, targeting concentrations

yield after purification.

The exact

in [1 1].

The

purified

DNA

around lO^ig/ml and assuming

DNA concentration

was determined with

fluorimetry according to [12].

Several buffers

(TAE) pH

-

0.5x Tris-Borate,

8.0 and Ix Tris

EDTA

(TE)

EDTA

TOTO-I

(Molecular Probes)

8.3, Ix Tris-Acetate

EDTA

7.95 - were tested for suitability in single

pH

molecule fluorescence experiments. Figure
labeled with

(TBE) pH

7.

The

at 1:6

fluorescent intensity of

dye-bp

ratios at

DNA concentration

lOOng/ml was measured. Neat buffers, the buffers with addition of

lOmM

mM sodium ascorbate (NaAs) were checked for fluorescence quenching.
fluorescence intensity was recorded for the

TBE buffer followed closely
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X-DNA

NaCl, and 5

The

highest

by solutions

in

TAE buffer. TE buffer solutions showed noticeably
both

TBE and TAE buffers,

additions of both

lOmM

this difference

TBE buffer demonstrated the
than in

TAE buffer.

visualization since

The

its

Ix

was especially

NaAs,

as

shown

to

large for the buffers with

Figure

in

The

7.

solutions in

highest fluorescence intensity but only
marginally higher

TAE was picked as the medium

for single molecule

ionic strength can be easily determined.
In

composition of ionic species

more

5mM

NaCl and

lower fluorescence compared

is

TBE buffer,

the

not easily determined, making estimate of ionic
strength

difficult.

DNA was labeled with TOTO-1

dye

at 1:6

dye -

DNA base pair (bp) ratio

according to the protocol provided by the dye supplier, with

being 30ng/ml. Labeled

for at least

two hours

DNA solutions were protected from

prior to experiment.

additionally incubated at SO^'C for

It is

known

degradation of

DNA final concentration

3min

The

dyes of the

DNA under illumination. [13]

microscope was equipped with red

TOTO

and

X-DNA

to attain separation of the

that the diazocyanine

experimental procedure to minimize the

solutions of

light

left to

equilibrate

fragments were

DNA ends.

family can lead to the

Care was taken throughout the

DNA - dye complex exposure to light.

filters

The

on an optical illumination block which

prevents the labeled

DNA degradation while positioning and observing the arrays in

optical microscope.

The fluorescence observations were done

illumination required to produce acceptable picture quality.
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at the

minimum

120000

r

100000

re

80000

^

60000

-

0)

—

40000

20000

-

A

Neat
buffer

Figure

buffer

lOmMNaCI

A buffer
3nd

A buffer
lOmM NaCI

5mM NaAs

5mM NaAs

Fluorescence intensity of TOTO-1 labeled ?i-DNA in buffers of different
compositions. Triangles corresponds to 0.5x TBE based buffers, diamonds
corresponds
to Ix TAE based buffers, and squares corresponds to Ix TE
based buffers.
7.

P-Mercaptoethanol

quenching and

The

routinely used for reduction of both fluorescence

DNA degradation under illumination in single molecule visualization

experiments.[13, 14]

study.

is

We found the compound to be

diffusion measurements were not reproducible at

mercaptoethanol, the most

common

Electrophoretic measurements of

concentration used for

mobility. Instead of P-mercaptoethanol,

scavenger as proposed

in [15].

2%

DNA diffusion

concentration of p-

DNA imaging.

DNA mobility in agarose gel

absence of the P-mercaptoethanol confirmed

5

unsuitable for the

in the

presence and

that P-mercaptoethanol affects

we used sodium

DNA

ascorbate as a radical

Sodium ascorbate was added

to all buffering solutions at

mM final concentration within half an hour of a diffusion experiment, and nitrogen
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was bubbled

for 10 minutes through the
buffer to reduce the

oxygen content

in the

solutions.

Visualization of Diffusion
It is

entropically unfavorable for

produced array of pores.
array.

The assembly

gel slabs

We

DNA molecules to enter from solution

used an electrical field to draw the molecules
inside the

consisted of platinum wire electrodes

which sandwiched

into the

the hydrogel film with

embedded

embedded

in

-1%

agarose

array of holes and

DNA

solution, Figure 8.

An

electric field of about 10

achieve good

filling

V/cm

of the array with the

applied for several seconds was enough to

DNA

molecules without multiple occupancies

of a single cavity. The best results were obtained when electrodes were parallel to each
other and located right above and below the areas to be filled with

Immediately

embedded
interval

was turned

after the electric field

array

was covered with

where overfilled with

oil

was

electric field

crucial.

DNA, when

hydrogel film side with the

silicon oil (Silicon oil

between the moment when

sealed with the silicon

off, the

When

the interval

the interval

with

filter

paper.

The

film

was

100, Aldrich).

was too

was too long
latter

the former, thus as fast as possible sealing of the arrays

was observed between hydrogel and

1

was turned off and

escaped the cavities before array was sealed. The

buffer

tightly pressed onto a

Sigmacote and covered with a few droplets of the

the surface

slip

silicon oil.

was

DNA

common

recommended.

cover

was

short, the arrays

case was more

is

The time

the majority of

silicon oil, the buffer
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DNA molecules.

If

than

excess of

carefully

removed

hydrophobisized with

The

oil

was used

which helped not only

sparingly,

to seal the surface of the
atray but also to p,^vent the

evaporation of water frotn the hydrogel and
oxygen transport from the atmosphere into
the diffusion media.

Figure

8.

Schematic of the assembly used

to

fill

the spherical cavity arrays with

DNA

molecules.

Mounted on

the microscope stage, the assembly

minutes to equilibrate

in temperature

studied with a Zeiss Axovert

was

left for

approximately 15

and position. The Brownian motion of DNA was

SIOOTV

fluorescent microscope equipped with 63x,

oil,

phase contrast objective. The fluorescent images were recorded with a SensiCam

QE

(Cooke)

CCD camera at 2x2 binning.

The

acquisition rate

was varied from

frames per second and typically 501 frames taken for a single viewing
rate

was adjusted

to get

maximum

statistical

information on molecule

area.

0.5 to 7

The frame

movement

without loss of finer details of the dynamics. Before and after acquiring the sequence of
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fluorescent images, optical images of the
arrays were taken. Image analysis

was

carried

out with IPLab software package (Scanalytics).
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CHAPTER 3
VISUALIZATION OF DNA DIFFUSION UNDER

Diffusion

PERIODIC CONFINEMENT

Mechanism

Under incessant Brownian motion, mobile
macromolecules

in gels,

membranes,

or cytoplasm constantly squeeze through and
around obstructions of molecular

Size,

Until recently, neither the surroundings nor the
motion of a single molecule could be
directly observed,

principally

and the understanding of such

sterically constrained

deduced through examination of the macroscopic diffusion

dynamics of a

single, large

motions was
coefficient.

The

macromolecule can now be visually monitored by

fluorescence microscopy [1-4], but studies of macromolecular diffusion
by this

approach have not extended to environments providing well-defined

We describe the observation of macromolecular motion in

spatial constraints.

highly ordered media of

controlled geometry and chemistry.[5]

By

infusion and subsequent polymerization of liquid

monomer,

colloidal

templating replicates in a polymeric solid the structure of a precursor colloidal array[68].

The

details

on the array preparation and

monodisperse holes are given

in

Chapter

2.

its

use as a diffusion media with

For

this study, the precursor array consists

of nearly monodisperse polystyrene spheres (895

920

nm

cavities interconnected with

Figure

9A

200

nm

nm

diameter) resulting in the array of

holes.

superimposes transmission and fluorescence

neighboring 7.25 kbp

still

frames of four

DNA fragments of contour length 3.4 pim and equilibrium

(unconfined) radius of gyration 0.26 ^im

.

Figure

36

9B

overlays 500 subsequent

exposures of 0.5
14 cavities.

s;

over the 250

s

time period, molecules variously

A closer look at the path followed by one molecule is

9C. As suggested by the figure and easily
discerned

moved through

provided

in the associated

in

8 to

Figure

movie, diffusion

occurs via discrete jumps from cavity to cavity,
with rapid jumps (<1 second) separated

by long periods (18 seconds average) over which
molecules remain
stationary.

Even with centers-of-mass

essentially

localized inside single cavities, small chain

sections continuously probe neighboring cavities.
Details of the probing are hard to
resolve, but growth of a probing fluctuation

beyond a threshold extension

likely leads to

abrupt jump of an entire molecule. Molecules are rarely
observed to straddle adjacent
cavities,

and when they do, they

slip into

one of the cavities before the next frame. The

color code and jumping times attached to Figure

molecule jumped through the

array.

9C

reveal

Extended illumination

how

the highlighted

in the

microscope causes a

small fraction of molecules to degrade, and this fraction, along with any molecules that

approached

lattice defects, are

Movies were obtained
For lengths

less than

discarded from subsequent analysis.

for five

DNA samples with lengths from 2.69 to 48.5 kbp.

about 24 kbp, jump dynamics are similar to those of Figure

Molecules smaller than 2 kbp are

difficult to identify against the

9.

background, while

those larger than 24 kbp behave differently. The entropic barriers transport mechanism

accounts for the jump dynamics observed across the range 2.69 to 24 kbp,

corresponding to macromolecular

radii

of gyration from 0.1 to 0.3 ^im (assuming ideal

DNA chain conformations, the real dimensions, when excluded volume effect is taken
into account, are expected to be

These

somewhat

bigger, from 0.1 to 0.38 fim, see Chapter 6).

radii are greater than the hole radius,

and with the radius of gyration recognized
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as a small

holes.

measure of coil

According

size, the

molecules can be viewed as squeezing
through the

to the entropic barriers transport

mechanism

[9, 10],

molecular

configurations spanning two cavities define
a transition state possessing a higher
free

energy than a chain occupying a single cavity.
The higher free energy corresponds
reduced number of configurations,
chain "pinched" along

Figure

9.

its

i.e.

to a

lower configurational entropy, for a flexible

length.

Visualization of 7.25 kbp

DNA trajectories. (A) Still frame displaying four

DNA molecules trapped inside single cavities. (B) Overlay of 500 consecutive frames
of the same molecules. (C) Expanded image of the path taken by one molecule. The
color code provides the times along this path

at

which the molecule jumped between

cavities.

Figure 10 displays a series of unequally timed images of 48.5 kbp
largest of this study.

22

|a.m,

The equilibrium

DNA,

the

radius of gyration and contour length are 0.58 and

respectively (see Chapter 6).[11] Fully stretched, this molecule would span

more than 20

cavities,

seemingly enough

to define a reptation tube. Indeed,
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some

1
aspects of reptation are noted in this
molecule's motion. Nevertheless
most aspects of
the motion differ markedly from classic
reptation. With a fluctuating
cavities occupied,

motion

In contrast to the smaller

is

more akin

to the

number of

bunching and stretching of an inchworm.

DNA molecules, diffusion can no longer be interpreted in

terms of discrete cavity-to-cavity jumps.
Although localization to a single cavity
occurs, the dominant configuration

shows a

is

occupation of two adjacent cavities. The figure

variety of three and four cavity configurations
that are both bent and straight.

-

X

«

19s

24.5s

25.5s

r

Figure 10.

A

i

/

#

104.5s

112.5s

/

/

J

/

159.5s

160.5s

163.5s

173.5s

sampling

DNA. The diffusing

at

158.5s

159s

various times of configurations observed for a single 48.5 kbp

molecule has been re-centered

in

each image.

Interestingly, linear molecules spanning three or four cavities

to

still

form new configurations through "hernias"

cavities. Instead, the

molecules dominantly

that spill out laterally

alter configuration
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were not observed

from

central

by expanding or

contracting from the cavities that appear
to host end segments.

of

The

persistence length

DNA is about 50 nm, so hernias would be expected to form readily

in the

We tentatively ascribe the dynamics for this largest DNA to

interconnecting holes [12].

the beginnings of a crossover from entropic
barriers transport to reptation.

Hopping F requency Distrihnfion
Ideally, a

molecule equilibrated inside a single cavity should
jump randomly

time and direction to one of six neighboring

Poisson time

statistics [13],

probability that n

jumps

cavities.

are taken in time interval

to Poisson distributions. Excellent agreement

A

Such uncorrelated jumps follow

an expectation checked by plotting histograms of P(n), the

r.

approximately the average number of jumps, Figure

values of Ffnj.

m

is

single parameter, the average

With radjusted
1 1

to equalize

compares measured histograms

found between measured and predicted

jumping frequency

F, characterizes a

Poisson distribution. As molecular size grows from 2.69 to 24 kbp, /^decreases from

0.187±0.021 to 0.017±0.002

s ^,

corresponding to an average interval between jumps of

several seconds to several tens of seconds.

sluggishly. Error

is

estimated from the

As expected,

fitting

plus/minus three standard deviations of the

larger molecules

Poisson distribution and taken as

fitting

parameter F.

Sometimes jumping frequencies higher then allowed by Poisson
observed. Such frequent jumps

we

move more

attribute to

distribution are

molecules that were degraded by

light.

Usually, the degraded molecules can be unambiguously discerned as having low
fluorescent intensity and are discarded from the data set prior to quantitative analysis.
In rare instances, the degraded molecules are hard to identify solely based on the
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intensity.

In this case,

jumping

probability

movie and compared with Poisson

jumping frequency had
distribution

was

distributions of equal

probability less than

were discarded from the

jumping frequency by more than

plotted for requal the length of
entire

mean. The molecules which

MO'^ according

to theoretical Poisson

analysis. This procedure did
not

several per cent, but

improved the

change the mean

fitting

of the

experimental data to Poisson distribution.

0.3

0.2

0.1

01234^0789
I

2

0

1

0.3

0.2

02

0.1

01

01234S67B9
Number

of

0123436/09

jumps

during time interval

r

Figure 11. Measured values of P(n) (plotted as solid bars) compared to Poisson
distributions (plotted as open bars) with identical means. (A) 24.3

7^125

s,

r=0.017

(Rg=0A4 nm),

s-1.

(B) 7.25 kbp

{Rg=0A9 nm),

7^25s, r=0.115 s-K (D) 2.69 kbp

Jumping Direction

To

7^50s, r=0.053 s"!. (C) 4.36 kbp

(Rg=OAO nm), 2^12.5

way jumping

direction

we indexed

to the direction of the previous

was monitored

for the
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s,

r=0.187

s"!

Distribution

follow the jumping direction distribution,

molecular jumping relative

kbp iRg=03S nm),

the direction of

jump. Figure 12 depicts the

molecule jumping from the central cavity

in the figure.

Zero direction represents the cavity
from which the molecule

entered the central cavity. Startmg from
cavity zero,
1

to 5 clockwise. Practically, the

forth

jumping between two

movement

cavities.

in

all

other cavities are indexed from

"zero" direction will

And, for example, movement

represents the molecular jumping in a straight

line.

indexing versus absolute direction indexing

dictated

is

initially

mean back and

in "three" direction

The use of relative

direction

by the absence of

a single

direction that can be unambiguously assigned
to the whole array.

Figure 12. Schematic of hopping direction indexing

Using the
distribution

relative direction indexing, histograms of jumping direction

were created,

as illustrated in Figure 13. Unexpectedly, histograms of jump

direction are not fully in accord with

random jumping,

preferentially in the forward direction,

which they entered, and

in the

i.e.,

backward

as molecules exit cavities

through the hole opposite to the one by

direction,

i.e.,

they entered. The forward bias weakens as time spent

through the same hole by which
in a cavity increases, revealed in

Figure 13B. This time dependence suggests that some molecules jump before

becoming
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0.4

0.3

p
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X
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i

0.1

—
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0

1

2

3

Hop

4

I

I

p

5

Direction

2

Hop

3
Direction

Figure 13. The histograms of hopping direction distribution measured for 4.69kbp

molecules

in

920

nm

cavity arrays. Part

A

shows the hopping

DNA

direction distribution

irrespective to the time molecule spends in a cavity before a hop. Part

B

presents the

hopping direction distribution for hops occurred when molecules spend less than 5
seconds in a cavity before the hop (red bars), and for hops when molecules spend more
than 5 seconds in a cavity before the hop (blue bars).
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fully equilibrated

and

memory

that partial

of the deformation undertaken
to enter a

cavity forward biases the direction
of exiting.

seems independent of time spent
polydispersity;

in a cavity.

The backward
This bias

is

bias,

on the other hand,

believed to manifest hole

DNA molecules are expected to jump more frequently

backward and

forward between cavities bridged by a larger
than average hole. To investigate
the
possibility, the hole diameter distribution

was determined by

electron microscopy, and a standard deviation
of 40

nm was

freeze-fracture scanning

found. Such breadth

is

consistent with the measured backward bias.
Because both biases of jump directi on are
small, neglecting directional bias in the diffusion
analysis

Microscopic
Einstein [14, 15]

first

vs.

is

Ma croscopic Diffusion

inconsequential.

Coefficient

derived the relationship between the diffusion coefficient

D and random molecular displacements of average magnitude a.

Extrapolated to two

dimensions, his theory predicts

D

=
(7)

Equating a to the cavity diameter and substituting /"measured for 4.36 kbp
-

formula predicts

10

DNA,

this

2

D equals 2.45x 10 cm /s, representing the microscopic prediction

that

of D. After a large number of jumps, he showed that the mean-square-position

displacement

D

<r>

depends

A

dt

fit

on time

interval

t,

where

in

two-dimensions,

=

(8)

For 4.36 kbp
well

linearly

by a

line

DNA,

2

Figure

14A

plots

log<r >

vs. \ogt,

and as expected, data

of slope equal to unity. The line's intercept reveals that
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D equals

are

-10

2

cm /s,

2.3x 10

representing the macroscopic
prediction of D.

macroscopic values for
the

same

DNA is

1

D are essentially identical.

In the

The microscopic and

absence of confinement,

D for

.94x IQ-^ cmVs, approximately two
orders-of-magnitude larger than in

the array [11]. Confinement produces
both hydrodynamic and configurational
interactions that reduce D, but hydrodynamic
interactions play a

much

smaller role

[2,

16].

Visualizations of molecular motion, combined
with Poisson
verify the

dominance of entropic

statistics also

provide

figure reasonably

barriers transport for the sizes less than

D as a function of M, as plotted in Figure

conform

jump

statistics,

24 kbp. These

14B. The data

in the

to scaling theories [9, 17] for entropic barriers
transport that

argue for an approximately exponential dependence of D on M. The
constrained
diffusion literature

DocM-K

more frequently

correlates this

dependence through a power-law,

Forcing the power-law form, a satisfactory

typical diffusion studies,

i.e.

fit is

obtained with v^l.l±0.07. In

those without visualizations, v^so close to unity would be

interpreted as evidence for nearly unconstrained (Rouse) diffusion of freely drained

DNA molecules
interpretation.

of

[2, 16].

The

Visualizations unambiguously demonstrate the error of this

ability of different functions to correlate

M and the freedom

the correct diffusion

in

choice of

mechanism

fitting parameters.

in the arrays
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D reflects the limited span

Only through

be identified.

visualization can

A

10

1,000

Time

B

(s)

10

(0

CM

E 10
u

10

10

11
-

1,000

10,000

DNA length

-

-

-

100,000
(bp)

DNA diffusion analysis. (A) The linearity of the mean square displacement
as a function of time for 4.36 kbp DNA reveals diffusive transport, with the molecule's

Figure 14

diffusion coefficient given by the intercept. (B) Variation of diffusion coefficient with

molecular weight when the observed mode of diffusion

is

jumping from cavity

to

cavity.

Macromolecular diffusion

in

constrained environments has significant

technological and scientific ramifications. Most macromolecular separation techniques

rely

on the selective penetration and/or diffusion of macromolecules within gels and

other media of ill-defined pore structure. In this context, switching from disordered to
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patterned media promises to improve both
speed and resolution [18-21]. Success
as a
separation

dielectric

medium

hinges on the proper choice of pattern
chemistry, feature

mismatch, and surface charge. Weighed
against

its

size,

most prominent

competitor, lithography, one can identify several
advantages for colloidal templating:

broad choice of pattern chemistry, reduced
elimination of surface charge.

On

dielectric

mismatch, and straightforward

the other hand, the

number of pattern geometries

possible through colloidal templating remains limited
[22].
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CHAPTER 4
DIFFUSION OF A LINEAR DNA

IN

AN ARRAY OF SPHERICAL CAVITIES

Effect of Molenilar

We have
from 2 kbp
in

to

24 kbp

Figure 15. In

follow

how

measured the diffusion

Weig ht

D of DNA

coefficient

in arrays with various cavity
sizes

literature, the

most

common way

molecules ranging

in size

and the results are summarized

to analyze

polymer diffusion

is

to

the diffusion coefficient scales with
molecular weight.[l. 2] Based on the

observed scaling exponent, a judgment
operative in that system.

is

usually

One can immediately

made

see,

for the diffusion

from Figure

mechanism

15, that diffusion in the

array of spherical cavities cannot generally be described via
a simple single exponent

power

law. In 1400

nm

arrays,

D can be fitted with a power law of M"' ^ which would

normally be taken as an indication of motion intermediate between
reptation. In

920

nm

arrays, the

dynamics or basically

power law decreases

free diffusion with screened

to

free diffusion

M", which indicates Rouse

hydrodynamic

interactions.

Molecular visualization of motion, on the other hand, cleady shows
free, lacking features

arrays,

for

and

that diffusion

of reptation, but rather resembling activated hoping. In 608

D shows a completely different behavior, as a power law does not

fit

data

is

not

nm
at all;

DNA sizes ranging from 2 kbp to 7 kbp D in 620 nm arrays decreases quite rapidly

from 6.4 10
decrease

is

'°

to 1.8 10"'*^cm^/s, while for longer

only from

the latter range.

1.8 10""^ to 1.5 lO '^cm^/s;

Such independence of D on

DNA

molecules, from 7 to 24 kbp, the

D is practically independent of M

M may manifest

an increasing electrophoretic mobility for longer molecules.
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itself

in

unconventionally

in

(/)

E
u

a

N,

bp

Figure 15. Variation of diffusion coefficient with size of DNA molecules. Triangles,
circles, and squares represent diffusion coefficients in arrays with 608, 920, and

1400

nm cavities,
As was

respectively.

discussed in Chapter 3, the visualization of diffusion in the spherical

cavity arrays reveals diffusion by an entropic barrier mechanism. Diffusion in the

presence of an energy barrier can be described by a general equation

submicron pores, Do

in this

equation should be substituted by D,

diffusion inside the cavity in the absence of an energy barrier.

-

(2).

For

the rate of

Due

to

polymer

confinement

induced screening of hydrodynamic interactions between chain segments and
appearance of hydrodynamic interactions between chain segment and cavity wails,

D,. is

not necessarily equal to the polymer diffusion coefficient in free solution, Do. In

confined spaces, diffusing macromolecules experience the
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full

or partial screening of

intramolecular (segment-segment)
hydrodynamic interactions, an effect which
changes
the character of diffusion

interactions

is

compared

to a bulk solution.[3,
4]

Change of hydrodynamic

generally hard to take into account
quantitatively in the presence of fixed

boundaries. Qualitatively, compared to
unconfined spaces, pore boundaries hinder
diffusion by a factor of order of unity. For

all

our experiments, diffusion

1-2 orders of magnitude, suggesting that
hydrodynamics

dominating

factor.

The screening of hydrodynamic

is

important, but

interactions

is

is

hindered by
not

by pore boundaries

manifests itself in an increase of the scaling exponent
of D. With

full

screening,

D is

proportional to the length of polymer chain - the
polymer behaves as a free draining
coil.

AT",

the

Since in a free solution

where n

is

anywhere between -0.65 and

hydrodynamic

not known,

it

D is proportional to AT^'^^tS] D, becomes proportional to
-1,

interactions in the experiments. Although, the exact value of

can be related to Do as Dr=miN'^"-^-^^^Do, where mj

coefficient that takes into account the diffusion

interactions.

depending on the degree of screening of

The change of the

slowdown due

to

is

D,

is

a proportionality

hydrodynamic

cavity size and geometry changes my.

Thus, equation (2) can be rewritten as follows,

D = mm, N'^"-^-^^^Do exp(-zlF),

where

(9)

AF is the energy barrier height, and w

into account geometric effects.

When

is

a proportionality coefficient which takes

enthalpic interactions are constant irrespective of

the molecule position within the diffusion media, the energy barrier
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AF reflects only

changes

in the cofigurational

inside the media, which

By

is

entropy that chain experiences

the case for our system.

plotting the reduced diffusion coefficient

assess the effect of

hydrodynamics
Z)/(DoAr^

DIDo

versus

on the entropic barrier height, as revealed

effects

against

in the various locations

due

to

DNA size we can

in

Figure 16A,

confinement are not important and are not
screened.

serves the

same information but

for the case

when

the

imtramolecular hydrodynamic interactions are completely
screened, shown
16B.

Our experimental

when

conditions are between these two extremes.

segment-segment hydrodynamic interactions

in

Figure

We expect the

to be at least partially screened. This

screening can be different for each set of array sizes, and

if so,

greater screening

is

anticipated for the smaller cavity arrays. Segment-pore boundary
hydrodynamic
interactions

if

us the trend in

anything will increase

AF with A^,

smaller cavities.

in the

The data

but not a quantitative measure of AF.

of hydrodynamics for diffusing polymer chains

in

A

confined spaces

in

Figure 16 gives

better understanding

is

necessary for

quantitative assessment of the entropic barrier from diffusion data.

In the

920

nm

array, the diffusive behavior of

DNA molecules is in accord with

the screening of intramolecular hydrodynamic interactions as the reduced diffusion

coefficient scales as M^'^. This value

is

very close to what one would expect for a free

draining coil, which indicates the energy barrier for diffusion has a very weak

dependence on N.
In the arrays with

faster with

1400

nm cavities,

the reduced diffusion coefficient falls off

then one would expect from screening of the hydrodynamic interactions,
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suggesting a steeper dependence of energy
barrier on the polymer size
for diffusion

in

the biggest cavities.

The

diffusion character in the 620

7 kbp, the diffusion behavior

is

nm arrays

similar to that in the

of energy barrier (increase) on polymer

size.

For

yv

is

more compHcated. For

nm

920

arrays

from 7 kbp

below

- weak dependence

to 24.3 kbp, the

energy

barrier decreases for the larger molecules.

Thus, there are three
of the

distinct

regimes of diffusion depending on the relative sizes

DNA molecules and the cavity. Behavior changes as follows when

weakest to the highest degree of confinement:
confinement studied

920

nm

-

in the largest cavities

-

looking

at

the

the lowest

the entropic barrier increases with N; for higher confinement, in

arrays and for lower

in

608

nm

arrays, the entropic barrier

becomes

virtually

independent of N, assuming screening of intramolecular hydrodynamic interactions;

under the highest confinement - the highest
decreases

when

in

608

nm

arrays

-

the entropic barrier

increases.

Monte Carlo

simulations and scaling arguments

ours, as sketched in Figure 2,

should depend linearly on

A^

show

[6, 7] for

that the logarithm of

a geometry similar to

reduced diffusion coefficient

and the slope of such dependence

is

negative but

approaches zero as the hole diameter decreases below a certain value.
molecules can show apparent Rouse dynamics, though the diffusion

is

In the latter case,

hindered by the

presence of holes and dominated by entropic barriers.

The

electron microscopy measurements

show

that

diameter of interconnecting

holes between cavities becomes narrower for arrays patterned with smaller particles, as

seen

in

Table

1.
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Figure 16. Variations of reduced diffusion coefficient with

and squares represent

D in

array of 608, 920, and 1400
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DNA size. Triangles, circles,

nm cavities,

respectively,

Table

1.

The dimensions of cavities and
TT

^^aviiy oize,

When
is short, it

1

Hole

n

holes in the templated arrays

•

SD of Hole
nm

Size,

Size,

Hole/Cavity

nm

nm

608

135

40

0.22

920

195

40

0.21

1400

235
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0.18

the hole diameter

is

small -

much

Size Ratio

smaller than a coil size

-

effectively confines only a single segment
of a polymer chain.

confined, the segment loses

and

its

length

When

translation^ entropy, increasing the free energy
of the

its

chain by approximately one kT. For a Gaussian chain
in spherical confinement, the

confinement energy scales as
does not change

total

A^,[8] thus redistribution

confinement energy. Together, these two effects

virtually constant energy barrier with

size.

Experimentally,

arrays, the radius of gyration

is

we

comparable

coil,

nm

arrays, the

one expects the energy barrier

to the hole size,

is

the strongest.

dependence become

to

nm

and the dependence of the

As

the hole size

less steep.

Interestingly, the reduced diffusion coefficient starts to increases with

nm arrays for DNA molecules

hole.

see that for the widest holes, in 1400

reduced diffusion coefficient on molecular weight
decreases, 608 and 920

result in

change for chain translocation through the

For the wider holes, which can confine a whole

depend on the chain

of segments between cavities

in

620

longer than 7 kbp. Such behavior, to the best of our

knowledge, has not been addressed previously either theoretically or with simulations.
Apparently, in this case, the energy barrier for translocation through the hole becomes
smaller as the chain size increases. Qualitatively this upturn can be explained by the

excluded volume

effect.

Modeling the

effect of
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excluded volume on AS, through

self-

consistent-mean-field approximation adds a
contnbution to the

of vN'/a', where v

is

contributions to the chain energy.

much

entropy in the form

a measure of excluded volume
interaction strength.[9]

removal of a segment from the cavity and then
putting

translational entropy,

total

and

it

The segment confined

this loss is

in the hole gives

The

two

inside the hole partially loses

roughly independent of the chain size

if

the hole

is

smaller than the coil dimensions; the removal of
the segment from the cavity also

decreases segment concentration, lowering the free energy
of the remaining chain. The
latter effect

depends on the

total

chain length squared and

molecules and stronger confinements (smaller cavity

sizes).

entropic barrier for the longer molecules. This explains the

reduced diffusion coefficient on

for shorter molecules

greater for longer

is

The

net result

is

a lower

weak dependence of the

and

its

increase for molecules

longer than 7 kbp.

Effect of Cavity Size

D depends non-monotonically on cavity size in the arrays, as shown in Figure
17.

to

Independently of A^, the diffusion slows down as cavity diameter increases from 608

920 nm. For even bigger cavities, both

the diffusion increase as well as decrease

is

observed depending on N. Smaller DNAs, 4.36 and 7.25 kbp length, exhibit a diffusion

minimum somewhere around 900 nm

cavity size, while there

of diffusion with the cavity size for 24.3 kbp

all

it

is

a consistent reduction

DNA.

Within the entropic barrier model, cavity size
diffusion rate;

is

itself

does not determine the

the interplay of the cavity and hole sizes that controls the diffusion,

other factors being equal. [6, 7, 10] In our experiments
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we

did not vary the cavity

and hole size independently.

When

the cavity size

was increased

the hole size also

increased, the cavity-to-hole size ratio
measured with the scanning electron
microscopy,
as

shown

in

Table

1,

stays approximately constant
for

all

cavity sizes. Unintuitively,

D

decreases in gels with larger cavity and
hole sizes. In general, the electron
microscopy

imaging of the aqueous gel systems

prone to numerous

is

from sample preparation. Even though care
was taken
artifacts, the error in the hole size

in

measurements can

measurements of hole-to-cavity

size ratios

to

still

artifacts

which can emerge

minimize such possible
be significant. Uncertainties

and deficiencies

in current

theory for

entropic barrier transport prevented us from
quantitatively explaining the observed

phenomena.

To

insure the constant ratio between cavity and hole
sizes,

control swelling experiment where

we used 900 nm

decreased the crosslink density. The

compared

to

920

nm

in gels

we performed

spheres to pattern a gel with

final cavity size, after gel swelling,

was 1020 nm,

with the regular crosslink density. In gel swelling

experiments, the cavity-to-hole size ration should stay constant. Nevertheless,
decreases in the arrays with bigger pores, as illustrated
the first time has been

shown

to

in

nm

1400

occur and cannot be explained with simple Gaussian

cavity arrays as well as to the

nm

cavity arrays

show

DNA samples in 608 and

DNA of highest molecular weights studied in

this interesting behavior.

In general, deviations

to

D still

Figure 17. Such behavior for

description within an entropic barrier model. [10] All studied

920

a

from Gaussian behavior

excluded volume effect and

finite

for real chains can be attributed

chain flexibility.[l 1-19] Simulations are needed to

account for the impact of limited chain

flexibility
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on D, but we do not expect

this

impact to be of much significance. Excluded
volume, on the other hand, readily
explains the upturn in reduced diffusion
coefficient with N.

At the mean-field

level,

when

is

kept constant but cavity size

contribution to the free energy from excluded
volume scales as a\[9]

segment
due

is

removed from

to the loss of the

the cavity and placed in the hole, there

is

is

varied, the

When

the

a gain in free energy

segment's translational entropy as well as a free
energy loss due

to

reduction of segment concentration inside the cavity.
The energy gain should be

roughly constant for

all

cavity sizes.

The energy

loss is bigger for smaller cavities,

resulting in a lower barrier, and accordingly, faster diffusion
in the arrays with smaller

pores.

When cavities become

excluded volume

larger,

in overall free

one can expect a smaller contribution from

energy so that behavior predicted elsewhere for

Gaussian chain, namely the increase of D

When

size is

when looking

may change

unknown.

If

anything,

A

slowdown of diffusion

is

becomes

phenomenon -

N dependence.
The

D,

is

is

observed.

not constant within each

scaling of such change on cavity

smaller for chains in smaller cavities. This trend

we

observed. Purely hydrodynamic effects will

in smaller cavities, contrary to

reduced diffusion coefficient, D/Dc,
cavity size

at

as cavity size changes.

cannot explain the unusual behavior
lead to a

with larger cavities,

analyzing the effect of cavity size on D, hydrodynamic effects are hard to

take into account then

data set and

in the array

will

our observations, and the

show more pronounced tendency

to increase as

smaller. These trends support the conclusion that observed

faster diffusion in smaller pores

mechanism.
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-

is

brought by an entropic barrier

600

800

1000
a,

1200

1400

nm

Figure 17. Change of diffusion coefficient of DNA molecules with the size of cavities
in the arrays.

Closed

and open circles represent
2690, 4360, 7260, and 24300 bp respectively.
circles, squares, triangles,

DNA sizes of

Single macromolecule diffusion has been visualized in a tailorable, ordered

environment obtained by colloidal templating.[20] The entropic

barriers

mechanism of

diffusion dominates chain dynamics over a wide range of confinement conditions,

producing unexpected effects with respect
confinements, the

and pore

size.

Under high

DNA molecules diffuse faster in a medium with smaller pores. For

the highest confinement

diffusion

to chain length

-

the biggest molecules in the

media with smallest pores

Qualitatively such behavior can be

becomes almost independent of N.

explained by the effect of excluded volume on the height of entropic

59

barrier, but

-

quantitative explanation requires
advances in tlieory polymer
confinement and poss.bly

computer simulations.
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CHAPTER 5
DIFFUSION OF A CIRCULAR DNA IN AN ARRAY
OF SPHERICAL
CAVITIES

In previous chapters,

we

media with well controlled pore
let

discussed the diffusion of Hnear chains
in a porous
size

and geometry. The

direct observation of diffusion

us to elucidate the mechanism of diffusion and
explain the general behavior of the

molecular diffusion for different sized molecules

in different sized pores.

Qualitative

explanations were given, but additional studies of
macromolecular diffusion

in the

cavity arrays are needed to completely understand
macromolecular behavior in a porous

medium.

One
hole.

of the questions to be answered

The hole

size is certainly big

enough

is

how

to allow

a polymer chain threads through a

bending of the chain, but would

chain prefer to form bends or to enter and escape through

18? Will behavior change with chain length?

compare the diffusion of the

formation.

ends, as sketched in Figure

In this respect,

it is

interesting to

linear molecules with the circular ones in the same, well

defined porous environment. While the circular chains,
loops, the linear molecules

its

may

in order to diffuse,

have

to

form

diffuse through either threading of the ends or loop

The comparison of diffusion

coefficients for linear

will allow us to estimate the energies of loop formation

and circular molecules

and the effect of molecular

topology on chain dynamics.

The understanding of loop

(hernia) formation

is

important not just for our

experimental system. The electrophoretic separation of long

affected,

and

in

some

cases,

is

DNA molecules in gels is

governed, by loop formation. [1-5] Also, an interesting
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technological and scientific challenge

molecular topology not on the

DNA from Imear species.

polymers

is

Figure 18.
topologies.
first"

devise separation methods based
on

size. In b.ology, this is
relevant to separation

Figure

in technological applications

is to

18D

when

illustrates that

of circular

loop formation can be important

the separation and analysis of
branch or star

needed.

Modes of polymer diffusion

A

and

B

are

mechanism and

B

through a pore for the molecules of various

showing linear molecule diffusion through the pore; A - "end
- "loop first" mechanism. C and D show circular and branched

molecule diffusion through a pore.

In biology, understanding of the loop formation

thermodynamics and dynamics -

is

mechanism - both

relevant for a large class of bacterial

plasmid vectors. These circular molecules are present
eukaryotic organisms and are widely used

in

in a variety

its

DNAs -

of prokaryotic and

molecular cloning. In a cellular

environment, their transport will be affected by loop formation. Also,
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DNA

bending

occurs during

DNA compacuon and DNA interaCon w„h

tha, considerable attention

is

enzymes.

I,

is

no, surprising

directed to study thermodynamic
of circular molecules and

their diffusion. [6-15]

The behavior of ring polymers
Several studies

showed

in a free solution is well

that the average chain

understood. [16- 18]

dimensions for circular molecules

is

smaller than that for linear molecules, but
the scaling of the size with
molecular weight

does not change. Similarly, the diffusion
coefficient
linear

and circular molecules but
Less

Most

is

known about

DNA.[9,

for

circular molecules diffuse faster than
linear ones.

on the

10, 15]

circular molecules in porous

The comprehensive

same

the behavior of circular molecules in
dense environments.

theoretical studies focused

electrophoresis of

in free solution scales the

effect of loop formation in reptation

The experimental

and

studies regarding transport of

media exclusively looked

at

electrophoretic experiments.

study of ring polymer diffusion in dense environments has

not been done for two main reasons.

First, the difficulties to

obtain pure samples of ring

polymers with low polydispersity and, second, lack of well defined porous media where
pore geometry, size, and chemistry can be controlled.

Most
molecules.

naturally occurring plasmid

A majority of molecules in

such molecules do not behave as

DNA are mixtures of topologically different

a typical plasmid sample are superhelical

statistical coils

and have unique conformations. The

studies of such molecules are interesting in regard of superhelicity

have

little

DNAs;

phenomenon

but

value to polymer physics.

Until recently, the few methods accessible to polymer physicists to get relaxed

circular molecules could not provide samples of high purity and consistency. Circular
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ds-DNA

molecules can be relaxed by inducing the
nick

in a single strand

which allows

a free rotation of the strands and twist
relaxation. The chemical nicking
of

molecules, which

used most often for

is

as well as linear species.

The

this

purpose, gives a mixture of nicked

nicking, in this case,

is

unwinding the

statistically.

bound

composition leads to

the

number of nicks per

The use of topoisomerases, enzymes binding

in a circle.

to

DNA and

DNA unwound by these enzymes has both

helix, is also not optimal.

strands covalently

(nDNA)

uncontrolled, nicking sites are

randomly distributed along the molecule backbone, and
molecule varies

DNA

Change of buffer

ionic strength,

pH, or

DNA twists and induced superhelicity, limiting studies to buffers

similar to the ones used for the enzymatic reaction.

Recently,

new and sequence

specific

DNA enzymes that induce single strand

nicks were developed and became commercially available.[ 19-23] Those enzymes

DNA molecule in a controlled manner for obtaining topologically

introduce nicks in a

pure

DNA samples.

Likewise, recent advances in polymer chemistry allow synthesis of

ring polymers of low polydispersity and various molecular weights.[24]

We expect new

studies involving synthetic ring molecules to appear soon.

All

The

DNA molecules and enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs.

linear samples

were obtained as described

in

chapter

molecules were obtained with N.BbvC lA and N.BstNB

N.BbvC lA
N.BstNB

I

Relaxed circular

nicking

position,

5'...GAGTCNNNN'N...373'...CTCAGNNNNN...5'

enzyme produces two

M13mpl8

DNA

nicking enzymes. The

DNA in the 5'...GC'TGAGG...373'...CGACTCC...5'

nicks in the

N.BbvC lA
strands in

nicks

I

2.

plasmid.

N.BstNB

I

nicks separated by

relaxes
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position.

49bp located on opposite

pBR322 and pUC19 by making

four

nicks in each plasmid. In relaxed pBR322,
the nicks are separated by
in

pUC19,

the closest nicks are located

266bp apart on opposite

at least

The

strands.

480bp, and

DNA

labeling and diffusion visualization was
carried out as described in previous
chapters.

The study was done
Visually,

for

nDNA

920

movement from

arrays.

molecules diffuse

Most of the

cavity arrays.

nm cavity

in a similar

manner

to linear

molecules

in the

time, molecules fluctuate inside a
single cavity, and the

cavity to cavity occurs via rapid jumps.

The

details of the

jumping

dynamics could not be resolved.

As described

previously, the jumping probability distribution in
the arrays

should ideally be described by a Poisson distribution.[25]
Analysis of the jumping

frequency probability for

jumping probability

nDNA

showed

a different behavior. Figure 19 presents the

for both linear and circular

DNA molecules of three molecular

weights studied. The average jumping frequency

compared

to their linear counterparts.

Only

samples can the jumping probability of
2.69 kbp samples of
single Poisson.

nDNA

is

lower for

for the 7.25

nDNA

all

circular molecules

kbp and 4.36 kbp

DNA

be described with a single Poisson. The

showed broader jumping

probability distribution than a

We ascribe this broadening to the degradation of the

labeled

DNA

molecules during handling and imaging.

The

Due

labeling with

to prior nicking with

TOTO dye

leads to

DNA

nicking under illumination. [26]

enzyme, the relaxed circular

DNA

even before the imaging. Introduction of additional nicks
illumination,

subsequent

may

result in

DNA breakage.

two nicks being created

As

to

in close

already has nicks present

DNA

strands, during

proximity to each other and

a result, one would expect the illuminated sample to
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contain both relaxed circular molecules
and newly formed linear molecules.
The
probability to form linear molecules due
to chain degradation should
increase with the

number of nicks per chain

number of base

length. Table 2

shows

the enzymatically expected average

pairs per single nick in each of the
studied samples. Indeed, the

jumping probability

distribution broadening

was observed

for the molecules with the

shortest average distance between nicks.

10

n

12

14

n

n

Figure 19. Jumping frequency distribution of linear and nicked

DNA molecules plotted

number of jumps /i in a time window /. Measured jumping
frequency of linear molecules is shown as solid circles; jumping frequency nDNA
samples shown with open circles. The lines represent the fitting to Poisson distribution
or to a sum of two Poisson. A - 2.69 kbp DNA, f= 12.5s; B - 4.36 kbp DNA, r=50s; C
as a probability P(n) of

7.25kbp

DNA,

t=50s.
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^^A molecule

P'"'""'^"''^

InzTmes'^'"'''^'

To extract
showed broad

N, bp

bp/nick

2,690

675

4,360

1,090

7,250

3,625

the diffusion coefficient of the circular
molecules for the samples that

distribution of jumping frequency,

Poissons and obtained an excellent

DNA. Two

fitting, as

this fitting.

we

fitted the data

indicated in Figure

values for the jumping frequency,

deduced from

introduced with nicking

= 0.190

The jumping frequency

s

for faster

'

know

that

s"'

sum of two

for 2.69

kbp
'

s

r= 0.187

s

DNA.

'.

Thus, the

Since

to diffusion of linear molecules, fixing

position to jumping frequency found for linear

were

moving species

corresponds to the diffusion of nicked

one of the peaks corresponds

reduces the

19A

and Fi = 0.050

corresponds well to the jumping frequency of linear molecules,

jumping frequency of 0.050

with the

we

its

DNA of the same molecular weight

fitting uncertainty.

Additional confirmation that jumping frequency distribution broadening occurs

because both linear and circular molecules are present
with the 4.36 kbp sample. For 4.36 kbp

to light,

we

compared

mixture was obtained

samples with higher than usual exposure

observed that the measured jumping frequency distribution was broadened

to that of the

same

DNA which had been handled carefully to minimize light

exposure, a comparison highlighted

distribution

nDNA

in a final

was again

fitted

in

with the

frequencies obtained from the

fit,

Figure 20. The broadened jumping frequency

sum

of two Poisson functions.

ri= 0.145

s

68

'

and Fi = 0.054

s"'.

Two jumping
The

Ti value

is

close

to the

jumping frequency of

frequency r=0.046s-' of
r,

is

fixed to 0.1 15

s->

-

linear molecules 0.115
s

nDNA

thus confirming that slower

and

n

is

close to the

jumping

samples that show a single
Poisson distnbution.

jumping frequency

the

',

moving molecules

for linear molecules

are relaxed circular

-

^

fits to

When

0.045s

',

DNAs.

Figure 20. Jumping frequency distribution for nicked 4.36 kbp
DNA molecules plotted
as a probability P(n) of number of jumps n in a time window
r=50s.

Measured jumping
light are shown as

nDNA sample minimally exposed to
circles; jumping frequency of molecules for nDNA sample that

frequency of molecules for

open

exposure

to light are

shown

as closed circles.

The

had longer

lines represent fitting to Poisson

distribution.

Using equation
coefficient.

jumping frequency can be transformed

into a diffusion

Table 3 compares the measured diffusion coefficients for linear and circular

DNA molecules.
that of circular

ratio of

(7), a

Values for diffusion coefficients of linear molecules with

molecules are extrapolated from the data for linear

mean square

radii

form of D dependence on

DNA assuming that

of gyration for linear and circular molecules
for linear molecules does not
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equal to

is 1.7

and

that

change outside the measured

interval.

for the

dye labeled

linear

DNA molecules are estimated in chapter 6.

The

extrapolated values for diffusion coefftcient
are given only for qualitative
comparison.

Table

3.

Measured diffusion

coefficients of circular and linear
molecules in the cavity
array

Size of

D, cm2/s

Circular

T~

'

DNA,kbp

Linear of

Circular

of equal

equal

Rg

2.69

1.14E-10

3.96E-10

6.1E-10

4.36

9.74E-11

2.4E-10

3.6E-10

7.25

1.99E-11

1.12E-10

2.1E-10

Independent of molecular weight, circular molecules diffuse from 2.5 to
5.6
times slower than corresponding linear molecules of the same molecular weight,
and 3.7
to 10.6 times slower than corresponding linear molecules of the

same average

dimension. Such results qualitatively reveal that linear molecules

may form

loops

during translocation through holes between cavities, but the probability of such events
is

low.

The predominant mode

of diffusion for linear molecules

result is true for the molecular weights

may change

total

"end

first".

This

between 2.69 and 7.25 kbp, but the behavior

for the higher molecular weights,

decreases relative to the

is

when

the fraction of

concentration of polymer segments.

end segment

The answer

to the

"loop

first"

mode

studied here and,

if so,

under what conditions, requires additional investigation.

question

if

To explain
order to diffuse,

the

of diffusion

is

possible for molecule of bigger size than

slowdown of diffusion

we need

for molecules that have to

form loops

to look in detail at the energies of loop formation.
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The

in

free

energy AF, of threading the loop through
the hole consist of two
contributions, AF, and

AFM, 4, 27] The former is the energy of chain bending, approximately
where

/, is

a persistence length.

The

latter is a

confinement energy of a loop. The

contribution of the bending term in the total
energy
the hole size

a=200 nm and

(see chapter 6).

equal to kTl^a,

is

small

-

less than

one

kT- since

DNA molecules is 25 nm

persistence length

/,

of labeled

The confinement energy term

is

more complicated and requires

separate consideration.

The confinement energy of a polymer
two terms. One

threading through the hole, has

part is the loss of entropy of the

the hole, and the other contribution

surface, thus restricting the total

comes from

polymer segments confined inside of
the pinching the chain ends at the

number of conformations

segments outside of the hole. The entropy lose due
hole, as discussed in chapter 4,

polymer and

two strands

is

is

at least

to

available to the chain

confinement of segments inside a

roughly independent of the molecular weight of a

on an order of kT. Figure 18C

illustrates that for the circular

molecules,

are confined simultaneously inside a hole during the polymer threading.

Even though,

the strands are connected, the confined segments on the strands behave

independently once they are separated by more than one persistence length along the
chain contour. The entropy loss due to segment confinement inside of the hole

expected to be

at least

two times higher than such energy

diffuses in "end first" regime.

two strands

The

is

for linear molecule that

repulsive interactions between the segments of the

in the hole will increase this

confinement term even more for the circular

molecules.
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The

free energy part that

chain ends on a surface

which case

is

is

coming from entropy

is difficult to

the entropy loss higher

estimate.

loss

due

A question that

- when transfemng

to fixing

polymer

must be answered

a linear

is

for

polymer chain from

solution to the surface and fixing one of the
chain ends on the surface ,or

when

transferring a circular molecule to the surface
and pinching the segment on the surface?

The

circular molecule pinched

linear chain of the

ends.

will

To

by a segment

same contour

to the surface is equivalent to

having the

length attached to a point at the surface
by both of

its

find the change of configurational entropy in
the described cases, simulations

be required.

Hydrodynamic

interactions have an interesting effect on the diffusion of
circular

DNA in comparison to linear ones. The pre-exponential term D, has different
dependence on molecular weight

for circular and linear molecules depending on the

degree of screening of intramolecular hydrodynamic interactions.

hydrodynamic
is

circular molecule

and the

linear molecule of the

same

the hydrodynamic interactions between segments

coefficient proportional to

the

hydrodynamic

of the same

the

interactions are not screened, the friction coefficient for chain diffusion

proportional to chain average radius. Under this condition, the

when

When

Rg.

interactions are screened,

same

equivalent for

Once confinement

become screened making

number of segments N. Hence,

rather than the

D,. is

is

D,. for circular

closer to

Dc of the

increases,

the friction

molecule,

linear molecule

Rg. This fact precludes direct estimation of the

energy barrier change by comparing the diffusion coefficients of circular and
molecules under entropic barrier transport.
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linear

The

single molecule visualization
of circular

revealed the different

mechamsm

DNA dynamics in cavities arrays

of molecule threading through
the hole for these two

topologies. Unlike circular molecules
that have to form loops in
order to diffuse from

cavity to cavity, the linear molecules
can diffuse through their ends.
diffusion

mode

give rise to the difference

the molecules of the

in diffusion coefficients

same molecular dimensions

The

up

differences in

to ten times for

but different topology. Such results

promise that separation of macromolecules based
on the topology

is

possible under

entropic barrier mechanism. Additional
theoretical studies are needed to understand
in
details the differences

barrier

between circular and

linear

molecule diffusion under entropic

mechanism.
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CHAPTER 6

DNA PARTITIONING IN SPHERICAL CAVITIES

Weak and Moderate Confinement
Pairs of well-defined spherical cavities of
submicron size were prepared by the
colloidal templating

linearized plasmid

method

was trapped

via fluorescent microscopy.

the interval between

inside such pairs

Image

A single fluorescently

to

acquisition times varied from 100 to

to 3

s.

500 ms, and

Molecules were

25 minutes, shuttering (Vincent Associates Uniblitz)

to eliminate light exposure except during

image

Combinations of linearized plasmid and cavity

acquisition.

sizes that

produced useful

partitioning data are given in Table 4. Tabulated radii of gyration

DNA's

labeled

and the plasmid motion was observed

image collection ranged from 100 ms

monitored for periods of up

employed

as described in chapter 2.

are estimates of

ideal or unperturbed dimensions in absence of intercalating dye; unfortunately,

sample quantities were

insufficient for

expected

exceed

in all cases to

much

7?^^

Table

4,

R^^

Table

4.

Experimental parameters

is

by

measurement of

less than

50%. Under

less than the larger diameter

Molecular Size
(base pairs, bp)

actual radii of gyration

Dy

all

conditions listed in

or the smaller diameter

Di (nm)

D2 (nm)

D2

2,686

123

1400

920

0.83

±0.16

4,361

157

608

350

0.01

±0.009

4,361

157

608

462

0.22

±0.11

4,361

157

920

608

0.53

±0.18

7,249

203

1400

608

0.054 ± 0.037

7,249

203

920

608

0.095 ±0.021
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/?„,

of the

cavities in

which partitioning was exammed.
Following

past practice,

we view

confinement under such conditions as
"weak" or "moderate."
In chapter 3, 4, and 5,

we

reported single molecule
visualization of polymer

diffusion within two-dimensional
cavity arrays

focus

now

made by

colloidal templating.[l]

turns to thermodynamics rather
than dynamics.

The

The

different objective

favors pore geometries that impose
two regions of unequal confinement
connected by a

passage that allows rapid chain interchange.
From experience with cavity arrays, we

envisaged that evaporative deposition of highly

dilute, bidisperse colloidal

beads would

drive at least a few mismatched beads to
pair on a substrate, creating templates
for
isolated,

asymmetric cavity

pairs.

From

the

same expenence, we

isolated cavity pair

would host a round interconnecting

geometry sketched

in

Figure 21. Even

at the outset,

hole.

some

anticipated that each

We thus chose the target

difficulties

could be

anticipated with this approach. First, the desired cavity
pairs will be extremely sparse,

and second, only a small fraction of these

The

pairs will likely contain a

overall success rate will inevitably be low.

optical

microscopy would lead us

to the

DNA molecule.

We hoped that rapid scanning by

few cavity pairs of appropriate configuration.

Figure 21. Schematic of two-cavity confinement for unequal size
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cavities,

Each consideration of the previous
paragraph was borne out by
experiment. Properly trapped

Brownian motion
sequence of

nm

imaged

"rattled" the chains within and
between cavities. Figure 22

six selected

1,400 ad 608

DNA chains could be identified and then

actual

images

illustrating the rattling of a

7,249 bp

the molecule resided for several seconds
before

a

DNA between

to the small cavity,

jumping back.

mainly limited by fluctuations over the

Resolution in the small cavity and

by refraction from cavity

walls.

in the region

finite

DNA

period of image capture.

of the interconnecting hole

Of the hundreds

where

DNA configurations are

partially resolved in the large cavity but not
elsewhere. Spatial resolution of
is

shows

diameter cavities. In the four-minute
realization from which these

frames were extracted, the molecule jumped from
the large

configuration

as

of frames collected

is

reduced

in this particular

sequence, only one (frame e) reveals an obvious bridging configuration.
Other frames
offer

no indication

that

segments of a confined chain even

partially fingered into the

opposite cavity, although a small, highly transient fraction of penetrated segments could
well escape detection.

Optical and electron microscopies revealed good replication of polystyrene

beads by open spherical

cavities, as

shown

in chapter 2, but little information

could be

garnered about cavity-to-cavity interconnecting holes. For equal-sized cavities

monolayer, the holes were nearly

two contacting beads. For

circular, their diameters

roughly

20%

of that for the

pairs of unequal-sized cavities, holes could not be

accurately due to their scarcity and

awkward geometry. The

in a

imaged

contact of bead with planar

substrate can be viewed as the limit of asymmetric bead contact. Holes created by this

asymmetric contact possess a diameter about 30-35% of
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that of the contacting bead, as

seen in Figure 23.

From

the similar outcomes at the

diameter for unequal cavity pairs

must be emphasized, however,

lies

partitioning.

Holes are needed only

between neighboring
large

enough

to

cavities. If

admit

that hole

around 20-35% of the small bead
diameter.

that to the extent that

significantly disturbed, hole diameter

two Mmits, we deduce

is

It

DNA confinement is not

unimportant to interpretation of equilibrium

to achieve rapid thermal equilibration
of

our deduction about their size

is

polymer

correct, holes are

DNA kinks and folds.

a

b

^

Figure 22. Six frames of 7,249 bp

608

nm

c

d

e

f

DNA partitioned dynamically between

diameter cavities. Each frame overlaps visible and fluorescence images.

these non-sequential frames,

fluorescent image

frame

is

d, the

In

DNA appears as a diffuse blackened speckle or streak

against the lighter background of the cavities; the chain

hole. In

1,400 and

is

better resolved

when

the

colorized. Optical effects exaggerate the size of interconnecting

DNA is fully confined to the smaller cavity; in frame e, the DNA

bridges.
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Figure 23 Scanning electron microscope image
of templated hydrogels
contact of templated beads and supporting
surface.

Each molecular realization was tracked
significant loss of

image

quality,

between 2

to

until

in a point

of

fluorescence bleaching led to

25 minutes, a period dependent on the

size of the chain, the cavity geometry, and the
illumination protocol needed to

image

chain location. Asserting the principle of ergodicity, the
cavity-to-cavity partition
coefficient

Kp

is

the ratio of times spent in small and big cavities divided by the

corresponding ratio of cavity volumes. This coefficient equals the
coefficient Ki and

K2 for the two separated

cavities.

infrequent, averaging over multiple realizations

ratio of partition

Since cavity-to-cavity jumps were

was necessary

to

improve

statistical

accuracy in Kp. Where confinement remained weak or moderate, as was the case for

all

isolated cavity pairs, the rare frames displaying bridging configurations were ignored.
In remaining frames of an

to

one of the two

cavities.

cavities, Arp=exp(A>S'p//:).

image sequence, molecules could be unambiguously assigned
Defining A5p as the confinement entropy difference between

The Gaussian chain theory
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predicts, [2]

LnK^=Ln^ = (2/3);r'Lb(l/D^-l/D',)
(10)

where L and b are the contour and Kuhn
lengths of the polymer,
expression accounts only for the

expansion

is

given as eqn. 2

first

respectively.

term of expansions for K, and K2
(the

in ref. 2), but at

The

final

full

confinement conditions encountered for

isolated cavity pairs, higher terms were
insignificant.

Although sampling errors
registered, a single molecule

to the full ensemble.

in

Kp diminished

as

method cannot achieve

more

the precision of a

The number of jumps convolutes

with the magnitude of Kp.

cavity-to-cavity

the

jumps were

method

sensitive

abundance of realizations

We imposed the minimum requirements of 2 realizations and

4 jumps, thereby eliminating many sought-after parameter combinations. Data passing
these requirements span the interval 0.0\<Kp<l.O for a disparate
set of cavity pairs and

DNA sizes.

Fortunately, this interval corresponds to the confinement conditions of

greatest relevance to

column of Table
In

polymer separation methods. Values of Kp

are listed in the last

4.

comparing experiment

to theory, an important consideration

is

the impact of

intercalating dye on the physical properties of

DNA.

labeling condition chosen, TOTO-intercalated

DNA is about 33% longer than native

DNA.[3,
5]

4]

The

literature is less clear

We used analytical

measure the

centrifugation

According

about the effect of the dye on

(Beckman Optima XL-1)

friction coefficient of single persistence length,

Single persistence length

to literature, at the

in the velocity

mode

TOTO-intercalated

DNA samples were obtained from NIH.
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DNA stiffness. [3,

The

to

DNA.

ultracentrifuge

was run
using

m the three cell

mode

at

UV detection at 260 nm.

and unlabeled
initial

The sedimentation

DNA concentration was 50^g/ml.
The

An example

TOTO-labeled

DNA

DNA samples, the

of obtained sedimentation

solute concentration in plateau
C, relates to the

concentrations in the centrifuge

solute sedimentation coefficient,

The

coefficients for

DNA were measured during the same run; for both

profiles is given in Figure 24.

initial

20000 rpm. The sedimentation velocity
was measured

cell

Q as

^is angular

= C, exp(- 2.w^r), where

velocity,

and

t is

. is a

a sedimentation time.

slopes in the curves in Figure 25 provide the
sedimentation coefficient for labeled

and unlabeled

DNA, which

are equal to 10.9 and 9.7 Svedbergs for

DNA with and

without the intercalated dye respectively.

1.0
nsii

0.8
0.6
0.4

1

0.2

0.0
6.2

6.4

6.6

Distance,

6.8

7.0

cm

Figure 24. Sedimentation profile of TOTO-labeled

DNA given

as the optical density of

DNA solution as a function of the distance from the center of the centrifuge rotor.
Applying the wormlike chain model 16] and assuming dye-insensitive
volume, a diameter of 2.5
length,

Ip,

of 50

nm

nm

for native

for both labeled

DNA,

the

and unlabeled

DNA,

specific

and the persistence

measurement yielded ^=50±22 nm, the
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error in

b based on uncertainty

nm. demonstrating

The

m fittmg of sedimentation coefficient.

that

On

the other hand, the calculated
value for

changes considerably
different.

When

DNA,

dye mtercalation, as
performed here, reduces cham

result ,s not very sensitive
to the values of chain
diameter

length.

For native

if

labeled

Kuhn

and

Kuhn

A related issue is the potential

DNA

DNA were taken to be

DNA is taken to have a bigger diameter than DNA

intercalating dye, the calculated

stiffness.

DNA persistence

length for labeled

the diameter of labeled
and unlabeled

b=m

without the

length reduces to values below
50 nm.
loss of chain stiffness as
single strand nicks

under illumination of the microscope. At
high

light levels, chain

form

breakage occurs

frequently, presumably because of the
development of closely spaced nicks on opposite

strands of the double helix. At the lower
light levels chosen for this study,
breakages
are rare,

and

DNA behavior appears steady in time.

5000

10000

15000 20000

Time, s
Figure 25. The logarithm of relative concentration change with sedimentation time for
labeled (solid symbols) and unlabeled (open symbols) DNA.
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Employing dye-corrected values

for

L and

b.

against the theoretical prediction of equation
(10).

Figure 28(a) plots the measured

The 95% confidence

interval error

bars plotted in the figure and listed in Table
4 manifest random sampling errors, which
are substantial for the experimental conditions
providing few jumps.

D
to

and D2 ranged from 0.072

D2 ranged from

to illustrate both

trapped in

much

1.0 to 2.3.

to 0.21

and 0.11

to 0.37, respectively,

The

and the

Both small and large cavity diameters varied

weak and moderate chain confinement, corresponding
larger or

ratios of R,, to

D,

ratio of

sufficiently

to chains

comparably sized pores, respectively. With no adjustable

parameters, good agreement

is

demonstrated between experiment and Gaussian chain

theory for the interval 0.3</i:^<1.0, but agreement worsens

at

smaller Kp, where the

theory systematically overpredicts the measurements. Large uncertainty
in the

measured Kuhn length for the labeled
deviation. Figure 26

shows two

nm

extreme values, ^,„,„=28

DNA may be responsibly for the observed

limiting cases in which the

and Zj„^72 nm, parts

A

Kuhn

length

is

taken at

its

and B, respectively. The Gaussian

chain theory for partitioning can both underpredict and overpredict the experimental
results

due

best fitting

to uncertainty in

is at

Kuhn

length.

may be due

mean squares method,

weak and

is

that controls

Kp when confinement

not too dissimilar between cavities. Deviations at small Kp

to errors in the

Kuhn

length measurement, but other explanations are also

possible. In particular, as suggested

the segmental excluded

the

We conclude that the Gaussian theory correctly

complex variable combination

conditions are

least

fe=56nm, where the agreement of the theory with the experiment

excellent, as displayed in Figure 27.

identifies a

Using the

by the

results for

volume may be important
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DNA diffusion in the cavity array,

at the studied levels

of confinement.

The enhanced segment
interactions, lowering

density in the small cavity
emphasizes excluded volume

Kp

r

1

•

0.1

0.01

•

0.001

'

0

0.0001"

0

'

'

0.2

0.4

'

1

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

'

'

2

4

8

6

Figure 26. Experiment compared to theory for the Gaussian chain cavity-to-cavity
partition coefficient

Kp using extreme values
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for b.

A

is

for

Z?„„„

and

B

is

for

b„uix.

below Gaussian

predictions.

field or Flory-type

where

v,

Modeling

this

"crowding" effect via an approximate
mean

argument adds a contribution

to

^S, of the form,[7]

a measure of excluded volume interaction
strength,

segment-segment binary cluster

integral.

The mean

field

is

proportional to the

argument supposes

segments distribute themselves uniformly throughout
the cavity

interior,

that

only a zero

order approximation to the actual distribution.
Further, the argument assumes that

excluded volume makes only an additive correction

Onsager evaluated the binary

numerous successful models
have incorporated

to

A5„

again a crude approximation

cluster integral for a pair of charged cylinders,[8]
and
for

DNA virial coefficients and single chain dimensions

his result.[9, 10]

For confinement of cylindrical segments

spherical cavity, Onsager's result can be written v^l. 5
b2deff, where d^ff

DNA backbone diameter.

For 0.035 molar

1:1 electrolyte,

is

defp9 nm. Substituting

Stigter' s value into

the effective

parameters characterizing

the buffer of this study, Stigter solved the nonlinear Poisson model for a
to find

in a large

DNA segment

Onsager's expression,

we

find

v=34,000 nm^. Figure 28(b) presents a comparison of experiment measurements
excluded volume-extended theory. Agreement
fitting

is

excellent throughout, and without any

parameters, deviation from the experimental results

case of fitted

Kuhn

length.
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to

is

even smaller than for the

0.01

0.001

2
.2n

3

4

5

2

4n'Rj(1/D,'-1/D,')

Figure 27. Experiment compared to theory for
the Gaussian chain cavity-to-cavitv
partition coefficient Kp when h is fitted.

Several confinement studies[l 1-14] have treated
excluded volume differently
than has been thus far described, replacing Lb/6
of Casassa's formula by R;

squared radius of gyration of the unconfined polymer

in the

volume. Conceptually, the excluded volume correction

to

,

the

presence of excluded

Kp

is

thereby implemented

prior to pore entry rather than afterwards. Unfortunately, given the
minute sample

amounts

available, Rg

relationship for

with a as a

is

not available for our systems.

/?g, i.e., R^,

fitting

= aN

we adopt

the usual scaling

and apply the alternative excluded volume treatment

parameter, theory and experiment mesh about as well as

28(b), a comparison

shown

in

Figure 28(c). The

possibility to estimate the labeled

excluded volume

If

is

DNA

fitted

value for a

is

15

in

nm

Figure

providing a

radius of gyration. Neither treatment of

entirely satisfactory from the theoretical perspective, but the

agreement both offer for experimental data convincingly demonstrates the
impact of excluded volume on Kp when

this

parameter
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is less

than 0.3.

good

substantial

)

0.01

0.001

12

'

.

0

4

3

47r^/?gO(1/D^-1/D|

0.001

>-

•

0

1

2

3

4

5

4 Tl^Rgo (1 /of -1 /of )+vN\^ ID^1 -1 IdI
)

0.01

0.001

I

'

0

1

'

2

'

3

2 2
2
2
4TC /?g(1/Df-1/D2

.

4

5

)

Figure 28 Experiment compared to tiieory for the cavity-to-cavity partition coefficient
Kpi (a) Gaussian chain theory and (b), (c) excluded volume theory. In

excluded volume

is

segment repulsion.

made by adding

to the abscissa of (a) a

In (c), correction for excluded

unperturbed radius of gyration Rgo of

(a)

volume

(b), correction for

term manifesting segment-

is

made by

replacing the

with a fitted scaling form for the perturbed

radius of gyration Rg.
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A correction for finite chain/segment length

does not seem necessary

to

improve

theory-experiment agreement. However,
without theory or simulation
results available
for a semiflexible chain in a
spherical cavity,

conclusion rigorously. Confinement

which
slit

we have no

in closed cavities

direct

from confinement

or cylinder pores, which offer unlimited
chain stretching

For the

latter

confirm

to

this

of the type examined here, those

fully encase trapped chains, differs
significantly

directions.[7, 15]

means

in

in

unbounded

one or more

geometries, de Gennes showed through
the notion of

"blobs" that the scaling relationship A5, ~

N could easily be modified to account for

excluded volume;[16] the premise of the scaling
argument does not hold
cavities for chains with excluded volume.

The argument

fails

in

closed

because one cannot

depict the chain as a sequence of independent blobs,
each with a size comparable to the
local pore dimension. Unlike the experiments to be
described next, confinement levels
in these first partitioning

experiments were always low enough to maintain the segment

density of the confined polymer below the bulk overiap concentration. In terms
of their
physical dimensions, chains occupied volume fractions varying from 4x10"^ to 4x10^,
for chain diameter d=2.5

nm;

in

terms of their larger, electrostatically defined

dimensions, chains occupied volume fractions varying from 5x10-5 to 6x10-3, for chain

diameter deff=9nm.

Strong Confinement
In this

round of experiments, we explored polymer partitioning under "strong"

confinement conditions, those for which R^^ approaches or exceeds cavity diameter.
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A

single

DNA (48,502 bp;

= 420 nm) was exammed

in a

two-dimensional

hexagonally packed monolayer of interconnected,
equal-sized cavities (diameter = 920

nm). Difficulty inserting

DNA into cavities at strong confinement underscored

change of protocols from the previous round of
experiments. Valid

much more abundant

in cavity

monolayers than

the

realizations are

in isolated cavity pairs.

In these partitioning experiments, the
propensity of a single, large, and strongly

DNA molecule to bridge or straddle between two equal-sized cavities was

confined

explored. These experiments focused on just one
just

one

latter

size, the

DNA species trapped in cavities of

polymer's radius of gyration selected

to

exceed the cavity radius. The

condition was observed to change confinement behavior abruptly
from that

described already. The immediately obvious difference

is

dominance of bridging

configurations.

To

how

designate

subscripts

of cavity

quantify these configurations,

/.

1

chain segments

and

2,

a=

split

we

among

defined an asymmetry parameter

Referencing the cavities by

cavities.

(h - h)l{h + h), where

/,

is

a to

the integrated fluorescence intensity

We established that for a single confined chain, the total intensity h-^-lx

is

constant, a fact confirming linear response of integrated intensity with respect to

number of segments. As
complete confinement

segment

split

a polymer

in cavity 2,

<2r

moved from complete confinement
shifted

was even. Because observing

from -1

to

we now

passing through 0

1

when

to

the

strong confinement in isolated cavity pairs

proved problematical (we never observed even a single
polymer/cavity combination

-i-l,

in cavity

realization for the

discuss), behavior at this condition

was studied

in

hexagonally closed-packed cavity arrays, which produce abundant realizations. Each
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cavity in an array has six interconnecting
holes, which combine to perturb
ideaUzed
spherical confinement

more so than do

the single holes of isolated cavity
pairs.

Although observed regularly, the minority of
polymer configurations involving three or

more

cavities

was simply

ignored. Statistical analysis provided
the function P{d), the

probability of a particular briding configuration.

«= 0.

The Boltzmann

distribution transforms

By

P{a)

definition,

P{a)

is

to ^F{ot), the free

symmetric about

energy

distribution for two-cavity configurational states.

Figure 29 displays AF(o^/kT for 48,502 bp
cavities, a polymer/cavity

combination producing frequent bridging. Indeed, the figure

demonstrates that the equally
Slightly less favored,

DNA trapped in 920 nm diameter

split configuration,

by about

1

0, is the

one of lowest

free energy.

kT, are the fully asymmetric configurations,

that place the

molecule wholly

are separated

from the «r= 0 configuration by an energy

in

one of the two

cavities.

The a = ±l

a = ±l,

configurations

barrier of about 3 kT.

The

curve of Figure 29 demonstrates that a strongly confined polymer with excluded volume

must overcome a doubly peaked energy

barrier to

Smaller polymers, such as those analyzed

energy barrier

at or = 0,

earlier,

move from one

cavity to another.

must only surmount a singly peaked

making bridging configurations

unstable. Consequently, these

configurations were relatively rarer than for larger chains and also more fleeting. These
characters prevented us from developing meaningful free energy histograms with a
single peak. Nonetheless, the observed dynamics unequivocally reveals singly peaked

energy barriers for smaller chains,
through

a= 0.

For 920

nm

i.e.

these chains do not pause at

diameter cavities, the crossover
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all

as they pass

DNA size characterizing

the switch

from doubly

to singly

peaked bamer seems

to about

20-25 kbp, roughly

corresponding to Rg equal to cavity radius.

4.0

g
<

2.0

1.0

0.0
1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

a
Figure 29. Free energy histogram for configurations
adopted by 48,502 bp
pair of 920 nm diameter cavities. The asymmetry
parameter c/ reflects the

DNA m

a

split of the
chain segments between cavities. Cavities, with a= 0
representing configuratiions
which exactly balance the chain between cavities and a= ±1

representing

configurations with the chain localized to a single cavity.

The
traverses

origins of stable bridging configurations are clear.

from one cavity

midsection, costing

it

As

a

DNA molecule

to another, the intervening hole "pinches" the molecule's

configurational entropy.

The molecule can avoid

this penalty

by

escaping to a single cavity. But for a strongly confined chain with excluded volume the

escape also has
interactions.

its

cost, as single cavity configurations increase repulsive segmental

These interactions

are weakest in the symmetric, pinched configuration,

where the spreading of segments over

The excluded volume

effect

is

the full accessible

volume minimizes crowding.

negligible at low molecular weight, allowing pinched

configurations to be avoided, but dominates

at

high molecular weight, where pinched

configurations are not just tolerated but favored. For chains with excluded volume.
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bridging configurations

firs,

become

stable

when

exceeds about the cavity radius.

Thus, from a different perspective,
briding can be viewed as
a mechanism for excluded

volume chains
due

to

evade strong confinemem.[17]
Gaussian chains also bridge, but
only

to fluctuations. Since the various
energies ate

necessary to explore tradeoffs

Although an old

by experiment
in

in

topic,

all

of order kT, s.mulat.ons will
be

fully.

polymer partitionmg has not previously
been scrutinized

such a detailed manner. This work
pioneers the study of partitioning

highly ordered environments - a
longstanding problem to the polymer
separations

community - and introduces
coefficients

by

the quantitative

direct visualization

-

a task

measurement of polymer

made

feasible

partition

by recent innovations

in

single molecule imaging. In combination,
these contributions point toward a
rigorous,

molecule-level assessment of both classic and

new

partitioning theories.

Such

assessments are needed as new nanotechnologies, with
pore spaces optimized for
separation efficiency and speed, replace conventional
disordered polymer separation

media.

The

partitioning behaviors reported here for flexible polymers are
consistent

with both theoretical expectations and past measurements. As the single
molecule

method improves so
geometries,

time.

The

as to produce

many nuances

more

realizations in a greater variety of confinement

of partitioning should become open for study for the

first

current results highlight complications associated with excluded volume, a

property of relevance to nearly

all

applications of partitioning.
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